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Foreword To This Edition

In 1974, our re-publication of Fences, Gates & Bridges,

which had originally appeared in 1887 over the imprint

of the Orange Judd Company, met with considerable

success ; and that engaging book, subtitled
'

'A Practi-

cal Manual, '

' promises to enjoy a second life as useful

in this century as its first undoubtedly was in the last

one.

Six years before the first publication of Fences,

Orange Judd, a Yale man who for eight years was agri-

cultural correspondent of The New York Times—
where is their agricultural correspondent today?

—

brought out the original edition of Barn Plans and

Outbuildings, of which this (with a small title change)

is a near-facsimile copy. The buildings described and

pictured on the pages following, like the fences and

gates of its companion volume, were made for a time

when built-in obsolescence was a factor to be avoided,

and when the outward aspect of a farm building would

be made aesthetically pleasing if this amenity could be

accomplished economically. ("Ice houses," the author

suggests,
'

' can have their appearance improved by the

use of climbing vines. ")

Not many of us build ice houses nowadays. But some

of us from time to time build, or at least contemplate

building, barns, silos, hen houses, corn cribs; cattle

feeders and shelters—if you want, the same roofs can

be made to serve both structures, as explained on page

72; not to mention smoke houses, root cellars, spring
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houses, bird houses and dog kennels. (A dog "may
very reasonably lose his self-respect, and take to evil

courses, such as prowling abroad, marauding and sheep

killing, when not taught better, and provided with

decent quarters at home.") Barns, Sheds and Out-

buildings could prove a help to anyone involved in any

such undertaking, for the essentials in building good

farm buildings have not greatly changed, and many of

these attractive structures have been outmoded only by

cost. Some of these plans and drawings could be an in-

spiration, too. For example :
" An old hat, with a hole

for a door, tacked by the rim against a shed . ; . will

be occupied by birds sooner than a showy bird house."

The hat house is seen on page 203.

I cannot give the author. As in others of Mr. Judd's

books, we are not sure who the actual author is since no

name appears on the original title page. However, ac-

cording to the publisher's announcement in the first

edition, which we have deleted in favor of this one,

"the bulk of the work has been performed by Doct.

Byron H. [sic] Halsted, whose fitness for the task is

well known. '

' Byron David Halsted was born in Ven-

ice, New York, in 1852, attended Michigan Agricul-

tural College and later Harvard (Sc.D. 1878), was

managing editor of the American Agriculturist (for

many years owned and edited by Judd) , became pro-

fessor of botany at Iowa Agricultural College and later

at Eutgers, contributed to and edited various botanical

and agricultural publications, and somewhere along

the way served as secretary and then president of the

American Association for the Advancement of Science.

He died in 1919.

Mindful of the needs of cataloguers, bibliographers

and librarians, we have without any authorization
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whatever promoted the professor to the title-page of

our edition, as Editor. We have also, at the end of the

book, provided a short bibliography of helpful present-

day texts on construction and building. Otherwise we
have not tampered with the book as it appeared in

1881.

Stephen Greene

December 1976





INTEODIJCTION".

The proper and economical erection of Barns and Ont-

buildings requires far more forethought and planning

than are ordinarily given to their construction. A barn

once built is not readily moved, or altered in size or shape,

and the same may be said of a corn house, a poultry

house, or even a pigpen.

Only the most general rules can be laid down to guide

one in the selection of a site for Barns and Outbuildings.

Much depends upon the wants to be consulted and met.

Individual taste may, and often does, have very much to

do in determining decisions. If possible, the barn should

be located upon a rise of ground, where a cellar can be

built, opening upon the lower ground to the rear. The

outbuildings chould not be so close to the house as to ap-

pear a part of it, nor so far distant as to be inconvenient.

The old practice of scattering the buildings over the

farm, a sheep barn in one place, and a cattle barn in

another locality, etc. , has been found more inconvenient

and expensive than to group them near each other. The

labor of getting the crops to one locality is less than that

involved in passing to and fro to feed them out in winter.

All the outbuildings are more or less dependent. The

corn crib bears certain relations to the pigpen and the

poultry house, etc. The same punjp may serve the sheep,

XI
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cattle, and other farm stock, provided they are housed

close by it, and therefore near one another.

The farmer who intends to erect any building should

first consider the amount he wishes to store in it. This

calculation must be based upon the present and pro-

spective size of his farm, the number of acres of each

crop, the kind and number of head of live stock, etc., etc.

It may not be within one's power to go into every minute

detail ; but it is far better to canvass the ground thor-

oughly, and base the size of the buildings required upon

calculations carefully made, than upon none at all. In

constructing farm buildings, the error is usually on the

side of too small structures, as the thousands of lean-to

sheds, "annex" stables, and hay stacks, etc., through

the country testify to.

After the site and size have been carefully decided

upon, there is much still to be done, to make the out-

buildings present a neat appearance. Bams can be pleas-

ing objects, and impart an impression of comfort and

completeness upon all who see them. This attractive ap-

pearance will depend upon the symmetry and exterior

finish of the buildings themselves, their grouping, the

planting of suitable shade trees, etc., etc.
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CHAPTEE I.

GENERAL FARM BARNS.

With the increase of wealth, and we may add of good
sense and enlarged ideas, among the farmers of the

country, there is a gradual but very decided improvement
in farm architecture. The old custom was to build small

barns, to add others on three sides of a yard, perhaps of

several yards, and to construct sheds, pigpens, com
houses, and such minor structures as might seem desirable.

In the course of a few years the group of roofs, big and
little, span and lean-to, in the rear of a large farmer's

dwelling, would present the appearance of a small crowded

village. Compared with a well arranged barn, a group

of small buildings is inconvenient and extremely ex-

pensive to keep in good repair.

THE BARN OF ME. DAVID LYMAK.

Among the many large and expensive barns now scat-

tered through the country, there are few more thoroughly

satisfactory to old school farmers with broad ideas, than

one built by the late Mr. David Lyman, of Middlefleld,

Connecticut. Mr. Lyman required a very large barn for

his farm purposes simply, and built one, a front view and

inteiior plans of which are here given. The elevation

of the building, figure 1, shows entrances to its two main

floors ; there is a basement below.

The Upper, or Hay Floor.—This floor is shown in

figure 2 ; all the hay, grain, and straw are stored here. It

maintains the same level throughout. Two thrashing

floors cross the building, and are entered from the high

ground on the west by a very easy ascent. The main

entrance crosses over an engine room, seen in figures 1 and
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3. This room is built of stone, arched above, and is

roomy as well as secure.

By means of a hay fork and a number of travellers,

the hay is taken from the loads and dropped in any part

of the immense bays. The forks are worked by one

m""

HAY BAY

n
VENTILATOR D

STAIRS TO MOW

1 STflinS TO CUPOLft

VENTILATOR Q

GRAIN BINS

VENTILATOR

HAY BAY

D

HAY BAY

VENTILATOR

Fig. 3.—FLAN or HAT IXOOH.

horse, attached to a hoisting machine, of which there

are two, placed near the great doors during the haying

season, as indicated by the letters marked R, P, in the

plan, figure 2.

On the main floor are bins for grain and ground feed,

provided with shutes connecting them with the feeding

floor. There are hay scales, also—a fixture in one of the
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floors—^which afford the means of being very accurate in

many things, in regard to which guess work is ordinarily

the rule. The great ventilators, so conspicuous in figure 1,

pass from the feeding floor to the roof, and are furnished

with doors at different elevations, quite to the top of the

mow, thus forming convenient shutes to throw down hay

or straw. A long flight of stairs passes from the princi-

pal bam floor to the cupola, from wlJch a magnificent

view is obtained of the whole farm and surrounding

country.

The Feeding Floor is entered by several doors. Two
double doors open upon a spacious floor in the rear of the

horse stalls, which extends through the middle of the main

barn. The northwest corner, figure 3, is occupied by a

large harness and tool room, with a chimney and a stove.

On the right of the front entrance is the carriage room,

which is closed by a sliding door, or partition. There

is room on the open part of this floor, behind the horse

stalls, and adjacent, to drive in three wagons at a time,

and let the horses stand hitched. Between the ox stalls

in the south wing, is a ten-foot passage way through

which carts with roots or green feed may be driven, the

stairs in the middle being hinged at the ceiling and
fastened up. The stalls are seven feet wide, and arranged

to tie up two cattle in each. A gutter to conduct off the

urine runs along behind each range of stalls, and there

are well secured traps, one in about every fifteen feet,

through which the manure is dropped to the cellar. The
letter C, wherever it occurs in figure 3, indicates a trap

door of a manure drop. The letter D is placed wherever

there are doors which, in the engraving, might be taken

for windows.

The cattle pass to the yards through doors in the ends

of the wings. The south yard is nearly upon a level with
the floor, sloping gradually away toward the south and
east ; but the large barn yard is on the level of the manure
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Fig. 3.—PLAN OF FEEDING FLOOR.
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cellar, and an inclined way gives access to the yard on

the east side, from the cow stalls. Three roomy, loose

boxes are provided, one for horses, and two as lying-in

stables for cows. Near the points marked W, and F,

stands the hydrant for flowing water, and the trough for

o

LI HOGS

a
HOGS

o
D

a c

HOQS

SLIDING GATE

B
WATER
TROUGH

Kg. 4.—FLAK <3S BASEMENT.

mixing feed, and here, too, the shutes for grain and cut

feed discharge from the floor above.

Ventilation akd Light.—Four immense ventilating

trunks, four feet square, rise from the feeding floor

straight to the roof. These are capped by good ventila-

tors of the largest size, and cause a constant change of

air in the stables, the draft being ordinarily sufficient to
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be felt like a fresh, breeze, by holding the hand anywhere
within a few feet of the openings. This keeps the air in

the whole establishment sweeter and purer than in most
dwellings. The windows on all sides of this floor are of

large size, with double sashes, hung with weights.

The Bakbt Cellar.—This is arranged for hogs, roots,

and manure. The fixed partitions in the cellar are only

two, one enclosing the root cellar, and the other, outside

of that, shutting off a wide, cemented passage way, ex-

tending from the door at the northeast corner, around

two sides of the root cellar, as shown in figure 4. The

rest of the cellar is occupied by the manure, and hogs

are enclosed in different parts of the cellar, according

to convenience.

Size of Bark.—The building covers more than one-

fifth of an acre of land, and thus there is over three-fifths

of an acre under a roof. The main barn is fifty-five by

eighty feet. The wings are 'each fifty-six feet long, the

south one being thirty-five wide, and the east wing thirty-

one and one-half feet wide. The four leading points

sought for and obtained were : first, economy of room

under a given roof, second, plenty of light, third, plenty

of air, and ventilation which would draw off all delete-

rious gas as fast as generated, and fourth, convenience to

save labor. Saving of manure, and many other things

were of course included. The windows are all hung with

pulleys, and are lowered in warm days in winter, and

closed in cold days. This is important.

MR. LAWSON valentine's BARK.

The perspective view and plans here given, represent

the fine bam on "Houghton Farm," the property of Mr.

Lawson Valentine, Mountainville, Orange County, N. Y.

It is located on a hillside, and is supplied with water

brought from springs. The barn is handsomely propor-
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tioned, and with its slated roof and red-painted walls,

with black trimmings, presents a fine appearance. It is

admirably adapted for keeping a large number of horses,

and a good model for any well-to-do farmer desiring a
handsome and useful barn. In its general plan it may be
followed on a smaller scale by any one having horses and
cattle for which to provide stabling and shelter.

The building is one hundred and ten feet long, by
fifty-five feet wide, with twenty-foot posts, and is for-

ty feet from the main floor to the ridge. It rests on a
stone basement ten feet high in the clear ; this basement

Fig. 6.—PLAN OP BASEMENT.

provides comfortable and convenient stabling for the

owner's fine stud. The division is shown at figure 6

;

a, a, are the horse stalls ; h, the harness room, four by

twenty-five feet ; c, stairs ; d, box stalls, ten and one-

half by fourteen and one-lialf feet ; e, e, cow stalls,

with permanent partitions and adjustable mangers;

g, q, gates for separating the cattle department from

the horses. Figure 7, shows a plan of the main

floor ; a, is the tool room ; t, contains a horse power

for driving a feed cutter, thrasher, etc.; c, is used as

a stowage room for cut feed, etc.; d, is the grain

room, provided with bins and convenient shutes ; e, is a
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room for a keeper ; which also contains closets for the

nicer harnesses. The letters V, V, V, V, indicate the ven-

tilators ; 8, shows the large platform scales. The floor of

I"

IIO'O"
Fig. 7.—PLAN OP MAIN FLOOR.

the basement is made of brick, laid on edge in mortar,

underlaid by concrete. Figure 8 represents one of the

horse stalls. The upper portion consists of iron rods ex-

Fig. 8.—VIEW OP HOBSB STALL.

tending from the top of the sides to a railing two feet

above. The front is provided with screen doors.
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The stall is nine by four and one-half feet, and the

manger is one foot nine inches from front to back. An
iron feed trough for grain occupies one end of the manger,
indicated by the dotted line at G. The remainder is taken

up by the hay box, H, the bottom of which is shown by
the dotted line. A door in front allows for cleaning out

the feed box, and opens to a closet. The box stalls are

also provided with the iron rods for a top finish, so that

a person can easily see into them without entering. The
interior exposed wood work is varnished, making a neat

and substantial finish. Opening into the basement, and
extending nearly to the roof are four ventilating flues,

each four feet square. Their outer edge is on a line with

the drive way, and the inner side has openings fitted

with doors opening inwards, at various hights, which make
the flues serve as convenient hay shutes to the floor below.

AN OHIO BAKlir.

The accompanying engravings are of a barn built by

Mr. Kyle, Greene Co. , Ohio. The basement is sixty feet

long, twenty-four feet wide, and seven feet high in the

clear ; the walls contain seventy perches of stone work.

The floor above is supported by two rows of pillars,

figure 9. Those in the outside row are two by six feet, the

inside ones being two feet square. The barn is forty-eight

feet wide. The floor of the cow stable, which is directly

over the basement, rests upon joists that are laid upon

cross sills, and reach from the ends of the front pillars

to the rear ones. The joists rest upon the cross sills

as far as the latter reach, and then upon the pillars.

The cross sills are ten inches square. There is thus

a drop of ten inches in the floor upon which the

cows stand and immediately behind them. This drop,

h, figure 10, is four feet wide, and forms a passage in

which the manure collects, and from which it may be
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pushed through, the side of the drop to the basement

below. The liquids from the cows drain through this

open space upon the manure in the basement. The floor

upon which the cows stand, seen at g, is six feet wide,

A passage way, seen above the arches in figure 9, leads

from the stable door to the bam yard. There are four-

teen stalls for cows, g, figure 10, each of which is four feet

wide. The partitions between the stalls are formed in

the manner shown in figure 13. In each stall is a manger

Fig. 9.—^PBBSPBOTIVB YIEW OP MB. KTLE'S BARN.

and a feed box. The cows are tied by means of a ropes

around their necks. There is a passage, /, figure 10, be-

tween the cow stable and the horse stable, c. In the latter

there are seven single horse stalls, and two closed loose

boxes. Each single stall is five feet wide. When the

horse stable is cleaned, a wagon is driven into the shed

behind it, i ; the manure is thrown into the wagon, and

at once hauled wherever it may be wanted. The floor of
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the horse stable is on the ground. The partitions between
the horse stalls are made as shown in figure 12. The shed,
b, figure 10, is for storing tools and wagons, or housing
sheep, and has a door, a, at each end. One door opens
into a yard, through which the road, seen in the engrav-
ing, runs. Here the straw and corn-stalks are stacked,
and a great portion of them are here fed to the stock to
make manure. No water from the barn runs into this

Fig. 10.—FLAH OF STABLE rLOOB.

yard, or on to the manure. The stables are eight feet

high, and the barn reaches eighteen feet above the stables.

The plan of the barn floor is shown at figure 11 ; at a is

the main floor ; at b, b, are the entrance doors, to which a

sloping drive way, abutting against the wagon shed, leads.

The rear doors c, c, are hung upon rollers, and in figure 9

are seen partly open. At d is the trap for hay, leading to

the feed passage below, and e, e, are traps for straw used for
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bedding, leading into the stables. The granaries are seen

sifyf, and there are spouts from these leading into the

wagon shed, so that sacks upon the wagon can be filled

Fig. 11.—PLAN OF BASN FLOOU.

from the spouts. The passage to the granaries is at g;
it is eight feet wide, and a work bench with tools is kept

Fig. 13.—HORSE STAIX. Fig, 13.—OOW STAII,.

here. The staircase leading down to the feed passage is

seen at h. The trap doors are double and on hinges.
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The floor is also double, so that no dust can fall through

to the floor below, nor any disagreeable vapors arise

therefrom. This story is eighteen feet clear, there be-

ing a truss roof which is self-supporting. The roof is

shingled with pine shingles, and the whole of the barn is

covered with pine weather boarding, and painted. The

total cost of this barn was one thousand two hundred

dollars, in addition to the owner's work, and the value

of the frame timber, which was cut upon the farm.

A MISSOURI BARN.

The bam shown in the following engraving, figure

14, was built by Mr. Wm. B. Collier, of St. Louis, on his

Fig. 14.—•* MISSOimi BABN.

Country Estate in Audrain Co., Mo., and has been re-

garded by well-informed people as one of the best barns

in the State. The buUding is eighty-four feet square,

and nearly fifty feet in extreme hight, not mcludmg the
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cellar ; it fronts the south. There are eighty-fonr stalls,

arranged as jn the ground plan (figure 15), there being two

rows of horse stalls on one side, and three rows of cattle

stalls on the other. The proportions of the interior are

as liberal of space as those of the bam itself. The cen-

tral drive way or barn floor is sixteen feet -wide. The car-
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and grain. The spaces at either end outside these hoist-
ing spaces are floored over above the great doors, and are
finished off as granaries for keeping the supply of oats,

meal, etc., required for the stock. On each side of the
barn is a rain water cistern, twelve feet nine inches in
diameter, and twenty-five feet deep ; these are connected
by a pipe, passing underground across the front of the
barn. There are seven windows on each side, and six

besides the five sliding doors, in each gable. These, with
the three great ventilators, afford unusual provision for

pure air. The cattle are fed from the floor above. The
passage between the rows of horse stalls is for feeding.

The building stands upon fifty-four stone pillars, and has
a tight board floor, any part of which may be easily re-

newed, as occasion may require. With a large corn house,

thirty-five feet square, not seen in the engraving, this

bam cost nine thousand dollars.

A GOOD FARM BARN".

The following plan (figure 16) is of a simple and inex-

pensive bam. The size is forty by fifty-five feet ; it has

a large shed attached for cattle. The fifteen-foot bam
floor, see figure 17, is of good medium width ; if wider the

room would not be wasted. On the left are the horse stalls,

five feet wide. There might be five stalls four feet wide,

but for a large horse the width ought to be about five

feet. The whole space given to horses is fifteen by twenty

feet. Beyond, the floor widens seven feet, and the rest of

the left side is devoted to cattle stalls, twenty-flve feet,

giving room for six cow and ox stalls, and two passage

ways, one of which may be closed and made a stall for a

cow. The seven-foot space affords abundant room for

hay cutter, feed box, and accompaniments, located close

to both cattle and horses ; and if cattle are fed in the shed

on feed prepared in the feed box, a passage at the rear con-
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ducts conveniently to their mangers, A three- foot square

trunk ascends, from over the seven by twenty-flve-foot

space in front of the cow stalls, to the roof, secunng

abundant ventilation, and affording a shute, through

which hay, or straw, may be readily dropped from the

mow ; or corn cobs, and other matters, from the granary.

The right side of the bam floor is occupied by a hay

bay. There is a tight ceiling of matched boards over the

stables, at a hight of eight feet. The posts are sixteen

Fig. 16.—ELEVATION OF BAEN.

feet to the eaves. The roof is what is usually called half-

pitch, more lasting than if flatter. A substantial, tight

floor is laid upon the straining beams of the roof. This

may be extended, if desired, through the entire length

of the barn, or only from one end to over the barn floor.

In it is a large trap door directly over the thrashing floor.

A small gable with a door in it, over the great doors,

affords communication with, the front of the barn, so that

grain in bags or barrels may be raised or lowered. as well

here as through the trap door. This floor is the granary

or corn loft, easily made rat proof, close under the roof,

and consequently very hot in sunshiny, autumn weather.

Com in the ear is easily hoisted by horse power from the
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wagons and, if spread on the floor not more than a foot

thick, it will cure much sooner and more perfectly than in

cribs. This grain floor is reached by a stairway from the

floor over the stables ; under the stairs is a shute, or shutes.

ha

-J

I

^
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to bear the -weight of the slates, but of two feet of snow,

and the force of high winds in addition. The weight of

grain will only give increased steadiness, a large part

being borne by the posts, the floor preventing all racking.

The shed is thirty by forty feet, with twelve-foot front,

and eight-foot rear posts, open in front, and having win-

dows in the back. At the rear, a passage way four feet

wide communicates with the cow stable in the barn, and

forms the feeding alley to the loose boxes in the shed.

Cattle will not suffer in such a shed, left entirely open,

in the severest winter weather, but it is best to close the

front by boarding, and doors, having large windows for

light and air. The pigpens are placed contiguous to the

barn yard, so that the swine may be allowed the free

range of the compost heaps, at least in their own comer.

In the hog house is a steam boiler ; and a pipe, boxed

and packed in sawdust, and laid underground, crosses

the yard to the feeding floor, for steaming and cooking

the fodder for the cattle. By this arrangement the swiae

are located at a considerable distance from the granary

and root cellar. But this is not a serious inconvenience,

and it is best to remove any source of danger from fire

as far away as possible.

The root cellar is seven feet deep under the hay bay, on

the right side of the barn. There are two shutes from

the floor to the cellar, and there is a stairway as indicated.

Besides, access is had by a cellar way, on the eastern side.

This plan may very readily be reduced, to say thirty by

forty-two feet, making the floor, twelve feet, the bay,

fifteen feet, four horse stalls, eighteen feet, and four cow
stalls, twelve feet, in a line across the left side—^the floor

being fifteen feet wide in front of the cow stable, and
other contractions made in the same proportions.
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ANOTHEE BARN FOR MIXED FARMING.

Very many farmers desire a barn for mixed husbandry,

for storing hay and grain, for keeping stock, and all the

labor-saving implements, with a good root cellar in a

convenient place, and a yard for manure. The follow-

ing plan, figure 18, shows such a barn. Its cost] ranges

Fig. 18.—ELEVATION OF BARN AND STABLE.

from one thousand five hundred to two thousand five

hundred dollars, according to the price of materials and

the amount of finish put upon the work. In most places,

where stone for the lower story and lumber can be cheaply

procured, one thousand five hundred dollars will be suffi-

cient to build a bam fifty feet square, including everything

needed. This is not a basement bam, being made on level

ground. Partly underground stables are not generally de-
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eirable, on account of dampness, too much warmth in win-

ter, and lack of ventilation. But a slight rise of ground,

which may be availed of, for an easy ascent to the barn

floor, is a convenience, although not at all necessary. This

may be readily made by using the earth from the root

cellar [which should be two or three feet below the sur-

face] to fill in the ascending road way. The stable floor

is thus on a level with the ground, and windows on each

Fig. 19.—PLAN OP MAIN IXOOB OF BABN.

side furnish ample light and ventilation. The founda-

tion walls are of stone, sunk three feet below the surface.

Drains from the bottom of the foundation would be found

of great use in keeping the stables perfectly dry at all

seasons. Below the ground, the walls may be built of dry

work, but above the surface the best of mortar should be

used in the building. Much of the solidity and dura-
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bility of a building depends upon the excellence of the
mortar. The stable walls are so built that the barn over-
hangs the entrance ways six feet, which gives protection
against rain or snow, as well as prevents drifting of either

into the open upper-half of the doors or windows, thus
permitting ventilation in stormy weather, and allowing

comfortable access from one door to another. The plan
shown in figure 19 gives the arrangement of stalls and
passages. The horse stable. A, B, has two double stalls

and a loose box for a mare and colt. C, C, is the cow

s
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are for calves or a few ewes with early lambs, which may
require extra care and protection. The root cellar, 0, is

entered from the feeding room, which also communicates

directly with each compartment. The cistern, H, is sunk

twelve feet beneath the floor of the root cellar, and re-

ceives the whole of the water shed from all the roofs. It

is prevented from overflowing by an outlet into the drain,

which runs beneath the stable floor. The pump, /, is in

the feed passage, /is the shute by which cut hay or fodder

is thrown down from the barn floor. L is the feed-mixing

box, or steam chest, if steaming is practised, and M, the

stairs to the barn floor above. On this floor, figure 30,

are four bays for hay, straw, etc. , a large thrashing floor,

with a cross hall for a cutting machine, and a shute 0, to

pass the cut feed below. A door in this cross hall opens

into the barn yard, by which straw may be thrown out

for litter. A door at the rear of the thrashing floor opens

into the upper part of the open shed, where hay, straw,

or fodder may be stored. The cutting machine is shown
at K, with grain bins or boxes for feed at N, N, N. The
bays are marked P, P ; Q is the thrashing floor. R, B,
are hay shutes and ventilators, which are carried up level

with the plates, doors being made in them, through

which to pass the hay either from the bam floor or the

mows ; S is the straw shed, with open traps to pass straw

or fodder into the racks, shown beneath, in figure 19.

The open shed seen in the rear of the barn yard is for

the purpose of airing stock in stormy weather, and is fur-

nished with a straw rack for feeding them. This barn is

calculated for a farm of from one hundred to two hundred
acres of good land.
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MR. CHARLES S. SARGENT'S BARN, BROOKHNE, MASS.

The barn of Mr. Charles S. Sargent has become well
known. Figure 21 shows the east side of the bam, the
down-hill side, with the cart entrances to the manure
cellar and wagon shed. Figure 23 shows the arrangement
of the cellar, which, aside from the usual appliances of a
farm barn, has a steam boiler for cooking hay, etc.

Figure 23 is the main floor, containing six box stalls, and
stabling for ten cows. The cow room, which is ceiled on

??^."V£m

Fig. 21.—BMIVATION OF ME. CHABLES S. SABGENT'S BAESf.

the walls and overhead with Tarnished pine, and has its

windows protected by green blinds, is, without being ex-

travagant or "fancy," very neatly and perfectly adapted
to its uses. The mangers are of "Cottam's Patent,"

much used in England, consisting of two iron feed tubs,

with an iron water trough between them for each pair of

cows. A low partition separates each double stall from
its neighbor. The box stalls are fitted with rocking

mangers, which move back and forth through the parti-

tion, so that feed><ian be supplied from the passage way.

This barn is a capital model for any amateur, small, or
" f&Ticj " farmer to follow, as it has all the conveiiiences
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needed, and none of the ornament that one too often sees

on barns of its class. It is good, cheap and useful.

A PLAN" POE A SMALL BAEN".

There are many small farmers, villagers, gardeners, etc.,

who wish only barn room enough for a single horse and
carriage, and a cow. To such, the requirements are cheap-

ness and durability, combined with convenience ; and

with these points in view a plan, figure 34, is given of a

Fig. 34.—A SMALL CHEAP BARN.

small barn, designed by Prof. Gr. T. Fairchild, late of the

Michigan Agricultural College. The engraving gives a

view of the barn from the front ; while plain in its con-

struction, it is pleasing in outline. The first floor, figure

25, is twenty by twenty-eight feet, and eight feet between

joints. A large sliding-door, a, nine feet wide, admits

the carriage with the horse attached, which, when un-

hitched, is led through the sliding door, I, into the stable.

The small stable door, c, opens by hinges inwards, while

the back door, d, opening to the manure yard, moves upon

rollers. Two small windows, e, e, give suJBacient light to

the stable. The hay racks and feed boxes for the stalls are

shown at/,/,/, each having a hay shute leading from the
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floor above. The grain bins are neatly arranged tinder

the stairway, these being three in number, ranging in

capacity from fifty to ten bushels. The second story, or

hay loft, figure 36, is six feet from floor to plates, and gives

CAKRIAOE

ROOM.

44x20

0/
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The cost of this barn will vary according to the locality
and the price or lumber, etc. The estimate for it in
Michigan was three hundred dollars, above the founda-
tion, with two coats of paint; but in most States the
lumber would cost more than in Michigan, and the esti-

mate would be corresponcingly increased.

ANOTHER SMALL BARN.

The barn, the outside appearance of which is shown in
figure 27, in its arrangements, obviates the necessity of

Fig. 37.—A SMAIX BABK.

going behind the horses when feeding, which is often desi-

rable, as in families having no hired help, the feeding is

sometimes intrusted to children. The ground floor, fig-

ure 28, is eighteen by twenty-four feet, eight feet between

joints. The carriage room, C, is thirteen by eighteen feet,

with sliding doors ten feet wide. The horse is led through

the doorZ), from the carriage room to the stable. The box

£!, containing food, connects by two spouts with grain

bins in the loft. The hay shute is shown at S, and is be-

tween the mangers. The harness closet, H, is placed

under the stairway. A window, W, gives light to the
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feed room and the stalls. The loft, figure 39, is six and

one-half feet high to the plates, and with a three-quarter

pitch to the roof, there is ample room for hay and straw.

The barn is built of hemlock, sided with seven-eighth-inch

w
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OHAPTEE 11.

CATTLE BAENS AND STABLES.

A CATTLE BAEN.

The illustrations, figures 30, 31, 32, 33, are of a cattle

barn on Dr. C. F. Heyward's farm at Newport, E. I. It

has stalls for twenty cows, four oxen, and two horses, and
will stow about ten tons of hay in the bays, and, in an

Fig. 30.—PBBSPBCTIVB VIEW OP BAKU FBOM THE BEAB.

emergency, five more on the thrashing floor. It is in-

tended to keep the main store of hay in a hay barn already

standing and in Dutch hay covers. On this place, there

being a large amount of pasture land, it is not intended

to soil the stock, and the object has been only to fur-

nish comfortable quarters for the cattle, where they may

be conveniently fed and milked with the least expense
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possible. Everything is built in the plainest manner,

and as cheaply as permanent usefulness would allow.

The cost of the building, including cellar, foundation

walls, etc., was about fifteen hundred dollars. Figure 30

gives a perspective view of the barn, and figure 31 a

cross section.

The barn stands sideways against a gentle slope, the

fall being about five feet in thirty-six feet—^the width

of the barn. A small amount of artificial grading brings

the cattle floor on one side, and the manure cellar on

the other, to the ground level. Under the cattle and

Fig. 31.—SKCTION OF BASS.

horse stalls there is a large cellar for manure, with

two wide entrances for carts. Beneath the threshing

floor there is a root cellar, and under the principal hay

bay, a storage room for plows, harrows, etc. The general

arrangement of the cattle floor and hay room is shown in

figure 33. The ox and horse stables open into a small yard,

separated from the cow yard. The animals have access

to the latter through the doors at the end of the building.

The feeding passage is not wide enough for a cart, but

allows a team to pass, when unhitched from a loaded cart

or wagon, standing upon the threshing floor.
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The features of this stable are the arched floor and the

arrangements for tying and feeding. The main timbers
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These are supported each by two ten-inch chestnut tim-

bers, resting on foundation stones, and standing under

the lines of the upright posts to which the cattle are tied.

Before these were put in, and after the outside of the

building was finished, the cross timbers were screwed up

in the middle as much as they would bear, having a

crown of about six inches, giving an arch-like form

to the floor—the middle of the feed-

ing passage being six inches higher

than the outside of the passage be-

hind the cattle. The floor joists

were then notched in to these tim-

bers and to the end sills, to a uni-

form depth, as far back as the rear

of the floor on which the cattle

stand. At this point a drop of

four inches is given by spiking a

Fig. 33.—SECTION OP STALL WITH FEEDING APPABATDS.

scantling against the floor joist. From this point the

passage floor rises to the side of the building. This gives

good drainage, simplicity, and sufficient strength. The
construction of this floor and of the feeding apparatus

is shown in figure 31, the details being more clearly set

forth in figure 33. There are no partitions between the

cattle, save the bars which separate the oxen from the

cows. The feed rack consists of strips of Georgia pine,

three inches wide and one inch thick. In front of it

there is a shutter three feet wide, hinged at the bottom.
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which may be turned flat against the slats when hay is

not being led, or may be dropped back the length of the

chain which supports it when necessary.

A WESTERN CATTLE BAEN.

The barn and

sheds shown in the

engraving, figure

34, are well adapt-

ed for the keep-

ing of a large

number of cattle

in an economical

manner. The bam
is wholly appropri-

ated to hay and

grain ; the yard is

spacious, and sur-

rounded on three

sides with sheds,

either closed or

open, in which the

stock is kept. The
barn is raised three

feet from the

ground and rests

on posts of brick-

work. The space

thus gained is used

as a shelter for

those hogs which

have the run of the

yard. The yards

are well littered

with straw and the

remains of the
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corn fodder fed to the stock, by wliicli means a large

quantity of manure is accumulated. The plan here given

is equally well adapted to a large or small farm, as it may
be extended at will to accommodate any required number
of cattle.

A SECOND WESTEEIS" CATTLE BAEN.

Figure 35 presents a plan of a stock barn, costing from

one thousand five hundred to two thousand dollars.

To feed cattle profitably, they need to be comforta-

bly placed, kept quiet, with every facility for getting

o
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PhAS! OF A WESTEEN CATTLE BABN.

in and out of their stalls, and to have no annoy-

ance or excitement. In this plan there is a vast sav-

ing of work of a disagreeable character through the win-

ter, and when the manure is moved in the spring, it is in

far better condition than if it had been exposed to the

snow and frost for several months. A. cattle barn should

always be laid out with this object in view.

Figure 35 shows the ground plan of the bam. It is
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made in two wings, facing the northeast and north-

west. At the north corner is a square room, which may
be used as a store room, feed room, or for any other

purpose. From this room, passages run right and left,

from which the cattle are fed ; these ought to be about

six feet wide. There should be as many windows in

these passages as will give needful light and ventilation

through the stable. The stalls with racks or feed troughs

opening into the passages, are in the rear, and the doors

from the stalls open into the yard. These doors should

Fig. 36.—ELEVATION OP BABN.

hang upon roUerSi and when pushed back, at least one-

half of the front of the sheds should be open. Figure 36

shows the elevation of the sheds, and the arrangement

of the yard. The yard will face the south and east, and

should have a manure vault in the center, into which

drains, shown by dotted lines, fig. 35, carry ofE the liquids

from the stable. The yard may be fenced in, and feeding

racks may be placed around it, in which in fine weather

fodder can be given to the stock. The upper story is for

storing hay, and at the center of the building, a wind,

mill should be erected, to pump water for the stock from

a cistern or well beneath, or it could furnish power to

cut feed if necessary. These extra conveniences will

3
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more than pay for themselves in the course of one season,

in the saving of labor and in the increased growth of the

stock. A trough of water might run through every stall,

so that the cattle can be watered when required, with-

out being removed or unfastened.

COVERED STALLS KOK CATTLE.

The use of covered stalls for feeding cattle and pre-

serving manure is becoming very general among the
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the storage of straw, hay, or roots, or the preparation of
feed. Figure 39 shows the interior of the huilding, with
some of the stalls upon one side. With these views, the

foUoAving short description will be more readily under-

stood. The structure here given is seventy feet long by

twenty-four feet wide, having seven stalls upon each side.
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It is built of plain boards and scantling, and one of the

cheapest character will answer every purpose as weU as

the most costly building, the shelter and preservation of

the manure being the chief objects in view. There is a

door at the rear of each stall divided into upper and lower

halves, so that the upper one may be opened for air and

ventilation. There is a large door at both end? of each

row of stalls, and the divisions between the stalls are

made of movable bars. These bars being taken away, a

wagon may be driven through the building from end to

end for the removal of the manure. The floors of the

stalls are sunk three feet below the surface. Here the

cattle are fed and well bedded with straw. If the straw

is cut into lengths of at least three inches, the manure is

so much the better for it. The litter and the manure re-

main in the stall during the whole winter, and as they

gradually accumulate and the floor rises, the bars are

raised. Each bar fits into sockets in the posts of the

building, and is held into its place by pins. The feed

trough is made to slide up and down, upon iron bars, as

may be needed. There is also a rack slung from the roof

or ceiling above, between each pair of stalls for long straw

or hay, which is given once a day to the stock.

CHEAP CATTLE SHEDS AND BARNS.

Much money is wasted in building sheds and barns of

needlessly heavy timber. No timber should be larger or

stronger than is sufB.cient to hold up the roof, and four

by four studding, or posts, will do this. Where strong

winds prevail, much may be saved by having the buildings

low. Indeed, there is a saving anywhere, by having

everything as near the ground as possible. The common
idea that high buildings are the cheapest because roof

space is thus saved, is erroneous, and it should not be

forgotten that a three story barn must necessarily have a
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very strong and heavy frame to support its own weight,
as well as the side thrust and weight of its contents. .A
studding, two by four inches, will be strong enough for a
hay shed eight feet high at the eaves, while one sixteen
feet high will spread, and sometimes burst with six by six

timbers. Thus it may very often be found better to take
up more ground, and make twice or three times as much
roof surface, than it would be to save in floor and roof

space, by building higher. The plans here given are of

Fig. 40.—PLAN OF CATTIE SHED.

cattle sheds, recently built at a cost of only fifteen dollars

per head of the cows sheltered, and for comfort and
convenience, they are all that can be desired. To accom-

modate ten cows in a shed costing one hundred and fifty

dollars, is often more desirable than to build a barn costing

one thousand five hundred dollars, that will supply no

more room. Where economy must be very closely consid-

ered, this matter is well worth studying, and the sketches

presented wiU furnish a very good text for it. Figure 40

shows a plan of a shed having forty-one box stalls, each six
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Fig. 41.—SECTION OF IN-
TERIOK.

by eight feet, and separated by boarded partitions four and

one-half feet high. The shed is nine feet high in the front,

seven feet in the rear, twelve feet wide, and ninety or

one hundred feet long. The roof is of boards. The frame

is made of posts set in the ground, with a two by four-

inch plate and girts of the same size where needed. There

is a feed passage which traverses the whole length, lead-

ing from a room in one end. A,

figure 40, for preparing the feed.

There is a feed trough in each

stall. A bar or pole is fastened

along the whole range of stalls,

eighteen inches from the top of

the front partition, by which the

cattle are prevented from ap-

proaching the front too closely,

and mounting the feed troughs, or putting their feet into

them. The cows are kept loose in the stalls, unless

otherwise desired, in which case they can be fastened to

rings screwed to the sides of the stalls. A cistern, which

collects the water from the roof, is made at B. The front

of each stall has a double door, so made that the upper

part may be left open for ventilation. Ventilating aper-

tures may be made above each door, for use in cold

weather. The sheds are arranged in a square, with a gate at

one side for the entrance of wagons into the interior yard.

The yard will give room for exercise, and racks may be

provided in it, for feeding green fodder, hay, or straw.

The plan is admirably adapted for the soiling system of

feeding, and the making of a large quantity of manure,

while forty or fifty cows are provided with comfortable

room, at a cost of six hundred or seven hundred and

fifty dollars only. In many cases, the value of the

manure saved by soiling cattle in such a shed, will

repay its whole cost in one year. A section of the in-

terior is seen in figure 41. •
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CHEAP BARN AND CONNECTING STABLES.

Figure 43 shows a section of a cheap ham and stables

connected. The building may even be brought lower at

the eaves, and provide pens for pigs and calves, or sheep,

Eig. 43.—SECTION OF BABN AND STABLE.

or open sheds for tools, etc. In this way, it is protected

from sweeping winds, which can have but little effect

upon it. The central space is used for storing hay or

grain, or for thrashing, and

the side spaces for stabling

cattle. Three and one-half

feet in length of floor space,

will accommodate two head,

so that a seventy-foot barn

will hold forty head, and

provide abundant room for

the crop of one hundred

acres, at a cost of about ten

dollars per running foot.

Light timber only is needed,

and rough posts set in the

ground, will make the basis

of the frame. The plan

of the building is shown

in figure 43. It is arranged

1
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A TEMPORARY CATTLE SHED.

A farmer in Greenvale, West Va., has recently made

a shed for cattle which is to serve him until he can

build a good barn. The shed is one hundred and eleven

ieet long by twenty-six feet wide, and a cistern receives

Fig. 44.—^PEBSPECTIVB VIEW OF CATTLE SHED.

the water from the roof. The post are fourteen feet long,

and there is a space above for holdmg forty tons of

hay, and a room below", seven feet high, which will ac-

commodate sixty sheep, twenty calves, and twenty other

cattle. The frame consists entirely of poles and posts

which were cut in the woods, and put up without hewing.

The plates, rafters, etc. , were sawed. One side and two

ends are boarded up, the rest is covered with clap-boards.

The cistern is so arranged that the water will run out into

a trough until it is empty, without having to draw or pump

Fig. 45.—GROUND PLAH OP CATTLE SHED.

it. Figure 44 gives a view of one side of the shed. The

side braces are poles eight feet long. They rest at the

foot on the cross piece at the middle of the post, and are

halved in and spiked to the post, and the upper end sup-
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ports the plate in the middle. Figure 45 shows the ground
plan, on which 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6, are lots opening into
all the fields on the farm. 7 is the cistern. ^ is for sheep,
B and O are for cattle, andD andB are drive ways. Figure
46 shows the end and middle bents. The long brace is

Fig. 46.—DIAGBAM OE BENT.

halved into the inside post, in the joist, and in the top
of the outside post, and fastened with sixty-penny spikes

at each place.

A COMBINED cow SHED AND PIGPEN.

The figures 47 and 48 illustrate a combined cow shed
and pigpen belonging to Mr. F, E. Gott, Spencerport,

N. Y. It consists of an open shed, with a box pen for

the cow on one side, and the pigsty on the other—the

whole shed bemg twenty feet long and fourteen broad,

and all covered by one roof. It is constructed of hemlock

lumber, and should not cost over fifty dollars. The out-

ward appearance of the shed is shown in figure 47. The
posts in front are twelve feel in hightj and the rear ones

eight. The boards are put on vertically, and battened on
the joints. The roof is made of rough boards laid

double, and breaking joints, so that it will not leak.

The box for the cow is eight by ten feet, six feet and
four inches high, and has a feed passage four by eight

feet adjoining it. The middle portion of the building is

an open shed, seven by fourteen feet, and is used foi
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storing muck, protecting the manure heap from the rains,

etc. The pigpen occupies the left end of the building,

and is separated from the central or shed portion by a low

Fig. 47.—FKONT VIEW OF COW SHED AND PIGPEN.

partition, while the cow stall is boarded up to the roof.

The floor, being six feet and ten inches from the ground,

provides storage room between it and the roof in which

to put hay. It would be better to have the posts two
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Hg. 48.—^PLAN OP cow SHED AND PIGPEN.

feet higher, thus providing a loft in which over a ton of

hay could be stored. The ground plan of this cheap and

convenient building is shown in figure 48, the position of

the doors, meal boxes, open shed, feed rooms, etc., being

given.
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CHAPTER III.

DAIRY BARNS.

A "WESTCHESTER CO., if. T., DAIRY BAEN".

The general style of one of the best dairy barns is

shown in the four illustrations which follow. It belongs

to Mr. Edward B. Brady, of Westchester Co., N.Y. Figure
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loop, which IS lifted by its bevelled end as the stanchion

is closed—falling over and holding it securely. The
space between the stanchions for the cow's neck, is six

inches. Each cow has a space of three feet, and there

are no stalls or partitions between them. The floor, upon
which the cows stand, is four and one-half feet wide.

To the rear is a manure gutter, eighteen inches wide, and

six inches deep, and behind the gutter a passage of three

feet and six inches—in all giving a space of fourteen feet
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long, nine deep, and sixteen wide. The interior arrange-

ments are yery convenient. Kgure 54 shows the main

lig. 53.—TIBW OP AN OBAirai! OO0HTT, N. T., BABN'.

floor. There are six horse stalls, sixteen feet long, with

a manure shute in the corner, leading to the manure pit

in the basement beneath ; a driving floor, twenty feet

RAY MOW
73X32

BAr SHOOT HAYSHOOT

-J2 Q_ STAIRS

Iff!

FLOOR

Fig. 54.—PLAN OF MATS FLOOB.

wide, with stairs and feed room and a hay mow, seventy-

two by thirty-two feet, with hay shutes leading to the feed-

ing floor below. Figure 55 shows a plan of the basement,

1 MANURE
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teen feet wide, for feeding, through which a wagon can
be driven from end to end. Behind the stanchions is a
standing platform for the cows, with a drop fifteen inches
wide, then a walk of three feet, and a manure pit seven
and one-half feet wide and four feet deep, with a cement
floor. In the rear are several sliding doors, one in each
bent, for removing manure. The pit for grains is covered
with railroad iron and flagging. A perspective view of
the barn, showing its situation, is given in figure 53.

AN EXTENSION DAIKT BABN.

A cow barn that can be easily extended as the herd
may be enlarged, will be found very convenient by many.
The size of a herd is frequently restricted by the accom-
modations afforded by the barn, and when an increase

might otherwise be desirable, it is found objectionable on
this account. It is not always possible to puU down one's

barns to build larger, but when it is convenient to add

Fig. 56.—PLAN OF DAIKT BARN.

to them at either end, increased room can be gained with

but little outlay. A dairy barn is herewith illustrated

that can be extended to any desirable limits without

changing the plan. In these days of steam, and all kinds

of machiner)'', there is no difficulty in using long narrow

buildings, for, with the hay fork and the hay carrier, the

forage can be readily stored in the longest barn and dropped

wherever it is desired, without trouble, and by using a

tram road and light feed cars, three hundred cows can be
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fed. from a central feed room as easily as thirty can be

in the old-fashioned manner. Figure 56 is the plan of a

cow barn that will be found as convenient for a small

herd of twenty or thirty cows, as for one of ten times

that number. The building may be twenty-four or

forty-two feet wide. The plan shown is forty-two feet

in width, and accommodates two double .rows of cows.

If room for only one double row is desired, twenty-four

feet will be of ample width. The plan gives a central

passage for feeding, six feet wide, with a tram roadway

laid down in it. On each side of this are the double

Fig. ST.^VIBW OF DAIBT BiLBN.

rows of stalls, with a feed trough for each. The floors on
which the cows stand are seven feet wide, which gives

room for a gutter behind each row, and for a feed trough
four feet wide, divided lengthwise into two by a sufficient-

ly high partition, each part being two feet wide. The
feed is readily thrown into these troughs from the central

passage, along which the feed car can be drawn by a small

horse, or be pushed by a man. A turn table is provided

in the center of the passage, to admit of a car being

brought with empty milk cans from the wash house in

the rear, or with the full ones to the milk house after

milking. The door ways are made very capacious, and
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the doors are double ; the door ways may be left open
during the summerj the doors being fastened back against

the wall. The upper floor is kept for hay, fodder, and
feed ; these being placed at each end, leave the center

open and free for cutting and mixing the feed. Here,

should be a fodder cutter and a large mixing box, in the

side of which there should be a spout to carry feed to the

car on the floor below. If the food is steamed, the boiler

can be kept in a rear building, not shown in the plan,

the steam being carried to an engine, which would work
the fodder cutter, and the steamer, both on the upper

floor. This would be preferable to having the boiler in

the main building, and would avoid much risk from fire.

In figure 57 is shown the elevation of the building. The
central door above is for the admission of feed to the bins.

A door is provided at each end for unloading fodder, a

hay fork and a hay carrier being used for the unloading.

There should be ample ventilation provided by means of

shafts, and these can also be utilized for dropping hay to

the floor beneath. When an extension is desired, it is

only necessary to add a bent or two at each end, carry

out the roof and floor, and remove the ends.
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CHAPTEE IV.

CATTLE SHELTEES,

With winter come the piercing winds, the intense cold,

and, unless well protected, the greatest suffering that the

farm animals experience during the whole year. It is

the season when to keep the stock warm is no less a mat-

ter of economy than to keep ihem well fed ; in fact, they

FENS AIID FRAME OP AKCHWAY FOB A SHELTER.

are fed in a great measure to keep up the animal heat,

the food serving much the same end that coal does to the

furnace. This being true, it is reasonable to infer that

an animal will require less food to maintain the proper

temperature of the body, were it warmed in part by other

means. The inference is a true one, as thousands of ex-

periments show ; in fact, it goes without questioning that

farm stock, when sheltered from the cold of winter,

require considerably less food to keep them in a good,

thriving condition, than do those animals that are con-

tinually exposed to the weather. Shelter then has much
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more in its favor than simply the humane side, which
alone is enough to warrant the comfortable protection of

animals. There is an appeal to the pocket as well as to

sympathy in the lowing of the shivering herd. All far-

mers, and especially those in the newer portions of the

West, do not have stables for their cattle or snug sheds for

Fig. 69—THE ARCHWAY UNDER THE STACK COMPLETE.

their sheep. Stock raisers are called upon to make the

winter as comfortable as possible for their animals, with

the limited means at their command. Sheds of poles

with roofs of straw are extensively used and with profit.

AK ARCHWAY SHELTER.

An archway shelter, under, or through a straw stack, is

an inexpensive and valuable device for stock protection.

The skeleton frame of such a one is given m figure 58.

It consists of two rail pens, of the ordinary sort, for

the bottoms of small stacks, placed near enough to-
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gether so that an archway of poles can be made between

them, in the manner shown in the engraving. The lower

end of each pole is set a short distance in the ground,

resting near the middle on the top rail of the pen,

crossing its neighbor pole from the other pen, and fast-

ened to it with wire at the top and also to the rider.

Over this structure the straw stack is built, and when

finished has the appearance shown in figure 59. In this

way a snug shelter of considerable size can be made be-

neath the stack under which the cattle gladly take refuge

in stormy weather. The structure is a permanent one,

the rails and poles remaining if necessary from year to

year, or, if taken down, to be re-arranged again in a short

time, just before the thrashing is done. Such an arch-

way shelter would not be out of place in many a well-

kept barn yard. If the stack is a long one, a double arch-

way may be made, and each will save many steps in doing

the work of the bai n yard.

CHEAP TEHPOEAEY SHELTERS FOE STOCK.

Whenever it is found practicable, the shelter should be

located upon the east or south side of a forest, or a hill,

in order that the force of the bleak winds may be broken

as much as possible. A cheap shelter may be made of

poles, as shown in figure 60, covered with straw or refuse

hay. Two crotched posts, eight feet in length, are set two

feetm the ground, and from twelve to twenty feet apart.

These are connected at the top by a strong pole, upon
which rest the upper ends of other poles, twelve or fifteen

feet in length. The ends of this shelter are boarded up

as shown in figure 60. A warm and comfortable shelter is

illustrated in figure 61. Six strong posts are set in the

ground, forming the corners and sides of an enclosure,

about twelve by fifteen feet, and six feet high. These

are boarded up on three sides, and roofed with strong
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planks or poles ; the whole is overlaid with straw. The
covering is best and most economically done at thrashing

Fig. 60.—SHELTER OP POLES AND EOABSS.

time, by building the frame work in the barn yard. A
cheap board shelter is shown in figure 62. In making

one after this plan, fourteen feet wide, the highest part

Fig. 61.—SHELTER COVERED yVl'l'M STRAW,

should be eight feet, and the lowest about five feet, using

sixteen-foot boards for roofing, which wUl project upon
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each side. The roof can be of matched lumber, or rough

boards battened. Almost any farmer is enough of a

Fig. 62.—CHEAP BOABD SHELTEB.

mechanic to construct such a shelter, and it will be
found serviceable as well as neat in appearance.

It often happens that those who have the most

Fig. 63.—SHELTER ADDED TO BABU,

improved barns and other outbuildings, desire to feed

for a few months, an extra number of sheep or cattle,
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but have not sufficient convenient shelter. This may be

provided by a temporary addition to a large building, as

in figure 63, in which X is a post set in the ground, B,

board roof, and D a post of the main building. This

structure can occupy the end or side of a building, as may
be most convenient, and may be so arranged that hay and
grain can be fed directly from the large building without

passing otit of doors. The only trouble with shelters

of this kind is, farmers find them so convenient,

that they are tempted to let them remain for years, and
so become permanent instead of temporary. Unlfess

they are constructed of a material, and in a manner not

to detract from the appearance of larger buildings, they

should be removed as soon as they have served the im-

mediate purpose for which they were erected.

CATTLE SHELTERS OST THE PLAIiS"S.

In the far western grazing regions, where the natural

protection of ravines, groves of timber, etc., is not avail-

Fig. 64.—CATTLE SHED COVERED WITH HAT.

able, shelters of the kinds shown in figures 64, 65, and

66, may be provided. Poles are set in the ground in

rows sixteen feet apart, and twelve feet apart in the rows.

Cross beams or poles are spiked to these to hold a frame

of lighter poles, and others, placed sloping, arc laid upon

the north side as shown in figure 64. Piles of hay are
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spread over these frames, as seen in figure 65. They
furnish at the same time, shelter from storms, and feed
for the protected animals. A large number of these shel-
ters are often made on the range, and some of them are
hundreds of feet in length, and so curved as to protect
from northwest and east winds. One of these large three-
sided enclosures is shown in figure 66. After a severe

Fig. 65.—OATTLE SHELTEB FOB THE PLAINS.

storm, the shelters are fixed up by packing more hay on
the sloping poles, to furnish feed for the cattle, and when
the next storm comes the shelters are acceptable both as
a source of food and for protection. Those who have
travelled over the large cattle ranges of Kansas, Ne-
braska, Colorado and Wyoming must have often been
struck with the skill displayed in the construction of

shelters.
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CHAPTEE V,

SHEEP BARNS AND SHEDS.

A COITVENIESTT SHEEP BAEK.

Unless sheep are carefully provided for, there is sure

to be trouble and loss in the flock. If it was figured

up how much money may be made yearly, by good care

out of one hundred dollars invested in sheep, as compared

with the profit from; one hundred dollars invested in cows,

litlilifci^

FJg. 67.—IBONT KLBVATION OF SHEEP BASN.

or a mare, the balance would generally be in favor of the

sheep. During the winter season, the keeping of sheep

requires much care and skill, and, with a large flock,

but little success can be had without a good sheep barn.

Such a bam, having many conveniences both for the flock

and their owner, is here illustrated. It consists of a bam,

shown in figure 67, about twenty feet wide, sixteen feet

high from basement to eaves, and as long as is desirable.

This is intended to store the hay or fodder. The posts,

sills, and plates are all eight inches square, and the girts

and braces four inches square. The beams, two by ten,
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are placed sixteen inches apart, and cross-bridged with

strips, three inches wide. The hay is piled inside, so

that a passage way is left over the feed passage below, in

which there are trap doors. The hay is thrown down
through these doors, and falls upon a sloping shelf, which

carries it into the feed racks below ; see figure 68. The

Fig. 63.—SIDE SECTION OF BABN.

basement under the barn is eight feet high, and is of

stone on three sides ; the front is supported by posts,

eight inches square, and eight feet apart. Between each

pair of posts, a door is hung upon pins, figure 69, which

fits into grooves upon the posts, so that the door may be

raised and fastened, held suspended half way, shut down,

or removed altogether. By this contrivance at least

half the front of the basement must be left open, whether

the sheep be shut in or out. The floor of the basement

is slightly sloping from rear to front, so that it will al-
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ways be dry. Figure 70 gives the plan of the basement.

The feed passage is shown at c ; the stairway to the root

cellar at b, and the root cellar at a. Figure 68 gives a

section of the whole barn. The hay loft is above, and the

passage way and the doors are shown, by which the hay

is thrown down to the feed racks

below. The sloping shelf, by

which the hay is carried into

the feed racks, is also seen. Be-

low the feed rack is the feed

or meal. A door shuts off this

sheep at the front, while the feed

Fig. 69. -DOOR.

trough for roots

trough from the

is being prepared. and when it is ready, the door is

raised, and held up to the feed rack by a strap or a hook.

The feed rack is closely boarded behind, and this back

part, which is in the feed passage, slopes toward the

front, so as to carry the hay forward to the bottom. The
front of the rack is of upright slats, smoothly dressed,

two inches wide, and placed three inches apart. The

boards of the feed trough are smoothly dressed and sand-
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SHEEP SHEDS AND RACKS.

Sheep that are not being prepared for market do not

thrive well during winter, unless they have exercise and a

well ventilated shed. Such a building may be of any

hight, but the floor need not be more than six feet from
the ground, which gives a large amount of storage room
for hay. The floor should be of matched boards, or the

cracks should be otherwise closed up to prevent hay seed

or chafE from dropping upon the wool. The front of the

shed is boai'ded to within a few feet of the ground, leaving

Fig. 71.—SHED, PEN, AMD BACK FOB SHEEP.

that space open, that the sheep may go in or out when

they please. The feeding rack is placed round three sides

of the shed, and slopes forward so that the sheep can

consume the last mouthful of hay contained in it. It is

made so high that the sheep cannot reach over the front

of it and pull the hay out over each other's wool. Three

and one-half feet is the right hight for large sheep. The

slats are placed three inches apart, which prevents the

sheep from pushing their heads through, and wearing

the wool from their necks. Everything about a sheep

pen should be smooth, leaving no rough splinters to catch
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and tear the wool. The pen and yard should be kept

well littered. This shed, shown in figure 71, is arranged

especially to keep the wool clean and free from hay seed,

clover heads, and dust, and that the sheep may be out-doors

or in-doors as they wish, and according to the weather.

SHED FOR SOILING SHEEP,

When it Is desirable to keep sheep in yards near the

barn, for the purpose of soiling, a structure can be

made as follows : A green paddock of about an acre is

Fig. 73.—A BHBD FOE SOILING SHEEP.

diyided by fences into four parts, as shown in the illus-

trations. A partly open shed with feed racks all around

it is placed m the center. For fifty sheep a building

twenty feet square is amply large. A door from each

quarter of the paddock opens into this shed. As one

quarter is used, the doors opening to the other are closed.
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Figure 73 shows the yards with the shed in the center.

The outer gates are at a, opening into the lane. The

H£*c^

a Ql

Fig. 73.—PLAS OP SHEEP TAED.

gates, h, b, lead into the rear quarters. The doors of the

shed are at c, c. Figure 74 shows an enlarged view of

a plan of the shed. Figure 73 gives the elevation of

20 X20

rig. 74.—PLAN OP SHED.

the shed, with a large double doorway closed by half-

doors, and open at the top. There are also large open

windows, so that the shed is airy. There is no provision
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for water in the yards, and this is the best plan, as the

yards are kept dry, and it necessitates at least so much
exercise as will be derived from driving the sheep to water

twice a day. The change of yards is needed to keep

them dry and free from mud in wet weather. The crops

that may be usefully fed in such a yard are rye, clover,

grass, rape, mustard, peas and oats, barley and tares,

turnips, or any others that are used when sheep are

fenced by hurdles.

VIEGISriA SHEEP BAElf.

A Virginia sheep barn, which possesses many conven-

iences, is shown in the accompanying plan, figure 75. The
yard, a, is one hundred feet square, divided by a hurdle

Fig. 75.—VIBGINIA. SHEEP BOTLDING.

fence (shown by the dotted lines,) into as many portions

as may be desired. The entrance is at h, where there is a

gate hung upon a post, c, in such a way as to open or
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close each half of the yard. The yard is enclosed on
three sides by a shed, ten feet high to the eaves, with a
double roof. The ground floor, seven feet high, is ap-

propriated for sheep pens, and the three feet above for a
hay loft. The shed is twelve feet wide, and has a row of

separate pens, six feet wide, upon the north side. On
the other sides there are narrow doors for the sheep, seen

at d, d, and sliding shutters, e,, e, eight feet long, and
three and one-half feet high, which are also used for

entrances to the shed. The yard is closed at the front

by a fence ten feet high. There are no outside win-

dows, and but two doors, and only one of these, that at

/, is locked from without, so that the turning of one

key on the outside secures the whole from trespassers.

There is a second yard one hundred and fifty by one

hundred and thirty-five feet, upon the south side of the

sheep yard, with an open shed facing the south, and

divided into pens nine feet deep, for cows or sheep, and a

pigpen thirty-five feet square, at the southeast of the

sheep yard. These sheds are made of inch boards, nailed

up and down upon the frame work, and the roof is of

boards with sufficient pitch to shed rain perfectly.

A KANSAS SHEEP SHELTEB.

The shelter or corral represented in figure 76 is one

built by Mr. George Grant, of Victoria, Kansas. The

walls are of stone, covered with a peaked roof. It is

square in shape, with sides about five hundred and seventy

feet long. A commodious house of two stories is built

at one comer, for the shepherds.

Another plan of a shelter is given in figure 77—that of

Mr. W. B. Shaw, of Syracuse, Kansas. As at Victoria,

the BufEalo-grass here furnishes the chief pasturage. The

shed is made of cotton-wood poles, and coarse hay from

the river bottom, and surrounds an enclosure two hundred
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feet long by one hundred feet wide. We see the stack-
yard for hay at a; the horse barn at i; the poultry house
at c; the water trough and pump, operated by a wind-

Fig. 77.—SHEEP SHEDS OP W. B. SHAW, STKACUSB, KAMSAS.

mill, at d; the sheepfold at e, and the feeding yard with

hay stacks and racks, at /. Around the feeding yard

are sheds with a single roof sloping outwards.
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SHEEP SHELTER ON" THE PLAINS.

The climate of the Western plains is arid and exhila-

rating, the soil dry and porous, the herbage short, sweet,

and nutritious. Aromatic plants, which are healthful for

sheep, abound, and the main obstacle which has hitherto

presented itself, to interfere with the complete success of

those who have experimented in sheep-raising has been

Fig. 78.—SEMI-CIBCULAE SHEEP SHELTEK.

the sudden snow storms which have overwhelmed the

flocks. Ordinary buildings are frequently out of the ques-

tion, both from want of material, and the funds wherewith

to erect them. The flocks may be sheltered from the

driving tempest of snow or sleet by means of walls which

are semi-circular in shape, and consist of stones roughly

laid up, or of sods cut from the plains and piled five

feet high. The outside of the curve is always placed

towards the north or northwest, the direction from which

the prevailing storms blow. Where the flocks are small,

a few walls are sufficient, scattered about in conveni-

ent and accessible places, generally where the configura-

tion of the ground gives additional shelter, as, for in-

stance, on the southern slope of a hill, or where a grove
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helps to break the force of the storm. One of these semi-
circular shelters is seen in figure 78. Kgure 79 shows a
more elaborate one, suitable for larger flocks, and also

designed as a protection against storms from whatever

Fig. 79.—CONCENTKIC SHEEP SHELTER.

direction they may come. This latter shelter consists of

two half-circles, with entrances flanked and protected by
other walls, so that the flock is harbored on all quarters.

Very often an inner circle is built, which again adds to

the protection and increases the amount of shelter.
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CHAPTEE VI.

POULTRY HOUSES.

Poultry Houses may be expensive buildings—or suitable

accommodations that answer the purpose, equally well

can be very cheaply made. The essential requisites are

a warm, dry, well-lighted and ventilated shelter, that will

ensure comfort in winter, with convenient arrangements

for roosts, feeding space, and nest boxes. In winter,

light and warmth are of the first importance. Fowls will
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Fig. 80.—GROUND PLAN OV A POXTLTBT HOUSE.

neither lay nor keep in health when confined in cold, wet,

and dark apartments. Windows facing the south or

southeast, large enough to admit the sun freely, should

be provided, and made to slide so that a free circulation

of air can be secured in summer.

A CHEAP AKD CONVBKIENT POULTRY HOUSE.

The plan, figure 80, of a poultry house wUl be found

convenient when two varieties of fowls are kept, yards

being made in front of each compartment for an out-door

range, when it is necessary to keep them in confinement.

The ground plan, shown in the figure, is ten by twenty-

nine feet ; apartments for fowls ten by twelve feet ; A,
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outside door ; B, hall, to provide for storing feed, giving

access to the nests without entering the apartments in

which the fowls live. Slatted gates, six and one-half feet

high, are placed at G; the space above the gates, and

Fig. 81.—VEKTICAL SECTION THKOUGH THE HOUSE.

above the nest boxes, should be slatted to allow circula-

tion of air. Large windows are in the side at D, D ; nest

boxes at E, and roosts at F. The back nests are four feet

high ; front nests, two feet ; with large Asiatic fowls, the

roosts should be made nearer the floor. If but a single

variety is kept, the hall and compartment at one end wiU

Fig. 83.—FBOKT VIEW OF POUIiTBT HOtTSB.

answer the purpose, and the door, A, figure 80, opening

at one side, may be placed at the end. Figure 81 shows

a section through the middle of the house—from to P.

in the plan 80. The slats m front of the nest boxes are
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marked H; other letters as in figure 80. The front ele-

vation, nine feet high, is shown in figure 83. The doors,

Q, G, for fowls, are near the main door. A, and within

reach from the hall, so that one can readily close them

without going into the fowl apartment. An opening with

a sliding shutter that can be partly or entirely closed

from the alley may be made over the main door. A, for

the purposes of ventilation. The nest boxes may be

one foot wide and sixteen inches high. For convenience

in cleaning, the nest boxes should be made in sections, so

that they can be readily taken apart. The architectural

finish of the exterior is a matter of taste, and may con-

form to that of the surrounding buildings. Poultry

houses are frequently made as a lean-to against other

buildings, but all things considered, it is best to have them

apart, and by themselves. They are not desirable near the

horse stable, as vermin are liable to get on the horses un-

less care is constantly exercised in their extermination.

AN OHIO POULTKT HOUSE.

The engraving, figure 83, represents the poultry house

of Mr. J. H. Kemp, of Germantown, Ohio, which the

owner regards as cheap and convenient. It was built

upon a raised bank, and has a trench around it which keeps

the interior always dry. The house is seventy-two feet

long and twelve feet wide, and is divided into nine apart-

ments, each eight by twelve feet. Eight varieties of fowls

were kept in it when the owner was actively pursuing

operations. The runs, as shown in the foreground, are

eight by seventy feet, and each one has two plum trees ia it,

which furnish both shade and fruit ; the plums, it is

said, are not injured by insects. There is no room lost

by alleys or passages inside of the house ; entrance is

gained by doors which pass into each pen and run. To
preserve cleanliness, every part of the building is made
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accessible, and ventilation is secured by two cupolas. The
rear part of tbe house is five feet high, and the front.

which faces the south, is eight feet in hight. There is

a stout roof of glass on the south side, and a large win-

dow furnishing abundant light to each apartment.
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ASrOTHER CHEAP HEN HOUSE.

The house, figure 84, is ten feet wide and twelve feet

long. A passage way four feet wide runs alonglibe south

side, in which are windows ; this is formed by a parti-

tion three feet high, which extends from near the door to

the rear, and supports the lower side of a sloping floor,

that rises to the eaves on the north side. The roosts

are fixed above this sloping floor, and the droppings of

the birds fall upon the floor, which, being sprinkled with

plaster, they roll down, or are easily scraped off. There

rig. 84.—SBCTION' OF HEN HOTTSB.

is a ledge at the front edge which prevents their going to

the floor. Under this sloping floor the space is divided

by a partition, making a nest room about six feet square,

and a setting room five by six feet, which is also used for

a store room for grain, eggs, etc. This setting room is

entered by another door, and lighted by a pane in the

gable end. The nest boxes slide through the partition

into the setting room, but there is no access for the fowls,

except when sitting. At these times hens are moved, if

they happen to be in boxes, against the side building, and
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made to occupy those in the partition. The back end of

the four-foot passage way, figure 85, is used as a feeding

floor, and here stands the water fountain. The use of
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Eocks. Doors and windows are made in each apartment,

as may be desirable. A passage way is made from the

front gate of the yard, which leads to a central room, as

shown in figure 87. Around this central room are the

17
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and held against the wall by a hook. It is twelve feet

Z"?' ^^T ^^^* ^'^^' ^^*^ '^^*e^^ inches from the floor
This IS frequently too high for some of the heayiest of

Fig. 88.—LOW ROOSTS FOR HEAVY FOWLS.

the fowls, which have to be provided with stools upon
which to step up to the perches. A poultry house' suit-
able for keeping several kinds separate, is shown in figure

Fig. 89.—HOUSE AND TAKDS FOR SEVERAL BREEDS.

89. Originally this was made for the accommodation of

a number of dogs, and was described in the "Journal
d'Agriculture Pratique," of Paris, but it is perfectly well
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adapted for poultry. Its peculiarly French appearance

gives it a picturesqueness which, with many persons,

would rather add to its attractiveness than otherwise, but

the style of the building may be varied to suit any cir-

cumstances. It is divided into a number of apartments,

each leading into a yard, which is planted with fruit trees.

The yards radiate fan-wise from the building, and occupy

a square piece of ground. The apartment's communicate

with the front of the building, and a room may be there

made from which each can be reached.

POULTRY HOUSE FOE A KUMBER OF BREEDS.

The plan, Figure 90, is of a compact and convenient

house for small stocks of fancy and other fowls. The

Fig. 90.—^POULTKT HOUSK FOB A HUMBBB OF BBEESS.

length of the building is forty-five feet, and its width,

ten feet. It is divided into nine apartments, each five feet

wide. The house is entered at one end, as shown in the

figure, and a passage way two feet wide extends through
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it on the nortli side ; see figure 91. The interior parti-

tions, including the long one, are of one and one-half by

one-inch pine strips ; the outside is entirely of one-inch

hemlock boards battened. The roof is pine flooring,

tongued and grooved, and for each apartment a three and
one-half by six-foot hot-bed sash is set in the roof. The
posts which support the ridge of the roof are eight feet

long, the front wall or side being only two and one-half

gtn.
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Fig. 91.—GBonKD PLAN or the podltbt house.

feet to the plate. The yards are much longer than is

possible to show in such a small picture as figure 90, and

are five or ten feet wide. The paling surrounding them is

of one and one-half by one-inch strips. A brook runs

through the yards, affording an abundance of fresh water,

which is a great source of health, and of success in rais-

ing fowls. The floor of the house is a dry gravel bed,

covered with sand. The roosts are low, as represented in

figure 92. They are made of round sticks, about two

inches in diameter, and, beneath them, troughs of two

boards nailed together, catch all the droppings. The
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nests and feeding boxes stand upon the sand, and are fre-

quently moved to prevent feed getting under them, or the

ground becoming moist, and affording a harbor for insects.

Ventilation is secured by openings in the short pitch of

the roof. No rafters are needed, as the roof is sufficiently

stiffened by the cross-partitions. The doors by which the

different apartments are en-

tared are two feet wide,

^v^ made also of strips, and all

^^^ are furnished with locks,

"^s^sj^ so that when the owner is

^^ absent, the feed boxes, and
Jioast 8f >. water vessels, if the fowls

S' are shut out of the yards,

loi
-

'
' may be filled from the pas-

Ficr. 93.—SECTION OF HOUSE. s^ge Way, and no one can

interfere with either the

fowls or their eggs. A lock on the outer door makes

all secure at night. The slant of the paling forming that

part of the yard fence against the house is given to it in

order that it shall not cut off the sunlight from the win-

dows. As the house is arranged for nine varieties, where

fewer are kept, two or more apartments may be thrown

together, and thus larger flocks can be accommodated.

POULTRY FARMING AND HILLSIDE POULTRY HOUSES.

The desire to possess a thousand fowls has allured

many men to go into poultry farming as a special busi-

ness, and indulge in dreams of an easy and comfortable

business if not of wealth. It would seem as though a

person who could profitably manage one small flock

of fowls could handle several, equally well, but in reality

few persons manage a flock of a hundred fowls with com-

plete success. There are deaths, sickness, vermin, losses

of eggs, hidden nests, and the loss of broods, depreda-
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tions of hawks, owls, skunks, or eats, and all the other
ills from which poultry suffer by reason of neglect or
want of skill in the majority of small flocks ; but because
of the small value involved nothing is thought of these
losses. The cause of the frequent failures is not the im-
possibility of succeeding, but the lack of sufficient care,

skill, and patience. With these qualifications, a suitable

locality, and a proper arrangement of buildings, there is

no reason why poultry keeping for eggs and chickens
should not be made profitable with the use of a moderate
capital. The following is a case in which poultry rais-

ing has proved profitable so far as carried on, and the

business doubtless might be advantageously enlarged to

an almost unlimited extent.

The farm is a tract of cheap land, rough, hilly, and
with too many large stones in the soil for cultivation.

There is some young, second growth of timber upon the

hillside, and a spring comes out near the foot of the hill.

Excavations are made in the bank and log houses built

therein, all but the front being covered with earth. The
houses are eighteen feet long by twelve wide, and about

six feet high to the eaves. The roof is of rough boards,

and a large ventilator is placed in the center of it.

The arrangement of the houses is shown in figure 93.

The soil, a coarse gravel, and very dry, is left to form

the floors of the houses. Boosts for one hundred fowls,

and boxes for nests are put in each house, and in the

space of twelve feet or thereabouts left betwe"en the

houses, some places are fitted for nests with logs and

earth. The houses are whitewashed inside and outside.

The water of the spring is brought in a half-inch lead

pipe near to the houses and runs into a trough. Two
hundred hens can be kept in the two houses without any

trouble. They have a range over seventy-five acres of

gi-ound, which is only partly in a poor sod, the rest being

gravel or sand with a plentiful growth of blackberries

5
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and dewberries. Corn, barley, oats, and wheat screen-

ings are used for food, and the young man who owns and

runs the farm is well satisfied that he can add more

houses year by year until his hillside is fully occupied,

and still succeed. The warmth of the underground houses

keeps the hens laying through a greater part of the win-

ter when eggs seU at a high price. If some such plan a*

Fig. 93.—HILL SIDE POTTLTRT HOUSE.

this were followed upon a piece of cheap land near a vil-

lage or city, which would furnish a market for fresh eggs

in the winter, at not less than twenty-five cents a dozen,

and for early chickens at twenty-five cents a pound,

with proper care, close attention, a watchful eye, and

quiet patience with the wayward flock—a reasonable

profit might be made out of a small investment.
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DUCKS AND DUCK HOUSES.

There is a satisfactory profit in raising ducks ; but the

conditions must be favorable, and these include a water-

run, either a stream or pond, in which the ducks can

gather food, and a house conveniently arranged for se-

curing the eggs. A house may be made for them on the

bank of a pond adjoining a brook in which there are

Fig. 94.—VIEW OF A. CONVENIENT DUCK HOUSE.

abundance of water cresses and other food, both vegeta-

ble and animal. The water cress is eaten with avidity by

ducks, and has myriads of snails and other water animals

upon it. A plan of a house is shown in figures 94 and 95.

For fifty to one hundred ducks it should be thirty feet

long, twelve feet high, and from four feet high at the

front to six or eight feet in the rear. Entrance doors are

made in the front, which should have a few small wm-
dows. At the rear are the nests ; these are boxes open at

the front. Behind each nest is a small door through
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which, the eggs may be taken. It is necessary to keep the

ducks shut up in the morning until they have laid their

eggs ; a strip of wire netting will be required to enclose

a narrow yard in front of the house. Twine netting

Fig. 95.—GKOUND PLAN OP THE HOUSE.

should not be used, as the ducks put their heads through

the meshes and twist the twine about their necks, often

so effectively as to strangle themselves.

WINTEE CARE OF FOWLS,

All varieties of barn-door fowls are more or less tender

;

they freeze their combs and feet, and if not in sound

health, often freeze to death. In severe weather all their

natural forces are directed towards keeping warm
;
growth

is arrested, egg laying and fattening cease, and of course

the profit of keeping hens is at an end, so long as severe

weather lasts—if we do not give sufficient protection.

As cold weather comes on, comfortable quarters ought

to be prepared for fowls. The old houses, if, as is usually

the case, they are only frames boarded on the outside,

should be lathed and plastered, or lined with matched

boards, and the spaces filled with planing-mill shavings,

sawdust, swamp hay, or some similar substance. The

floor should be covered with several inches of dry sand,

and the ventilating holes near the roof partly stopped, or

shutters arranged so as to close most of them in very

cold weather. Nothing is mpre important to the health
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of fowls than pure air. Birds breathe with great rapidity,

and maintain a corresponding degree of heat in their

bodies ; hence they vitiate great quantities of air.

When eggs are high, it will pay to take some pains to

have a plenty. They usually may be secured by hav-

ing the hens in warm quarters, but in unheated houses

three or four very cold days and nights will so chill the

fowls that but few if any eggs will be laid for a week or

two. This may be entirely obviated by having a stove in

the chicken house, in which fire is made on very cold

nights. Figure 96 shows the ground plan of a fowl house,

in size twenty by twelve feet, divided by a lattice work

partition into two rooms, twelve by fourteen and six by

Fig. 96.—PLAN OF FOWL HOUSE.

twelve feet. The plan supposes two large windows on

the south, roosts on Ihe east, a feeding floor under the

windows, and nest boxes on the north side. The little

room is for entrance, store room, fire room, and hatching

apartment for very early chickens. A pit to contain a

small stove is dug three by four by four feet, and entered

by three steps. The pipe is of common glazed drain tiles,

and passes underground nearly to the floor beneath the

roosts, and then up, as shown in flgure 97. This pipe is

covered with about a foot of dry sand, and the warmth

is diffused into the sand on all sides. It is important

that there should be no moisture in the soil or sand which

forms the floor of the house, and it would be well to
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cement the floor and the trench in which the pipe is laid.

But, though the ground around the sides of the house

may freeze, and so be made moist and muddy by an un-

derground fire, yet such an arrangement of floors as we
have indicated would prevent any difficulty from this

source. The object of placing the stove underground is

to have a diffused warmth, lasting long after the fire goes

out. A iQass of moderately heated sand remains warm a

.///j,-
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Fig. 97.—SECTION OP FOWL HOUSE.

very long time, and diffuses a mild and agreeable warmth.

The same end may be accomplished by a brick stove, or

any stove enclosed in a double wall and arch of bricks.

STOVE FOE A POULTRY HOUSE.

A simple and safe method of warming a poultry house

in winter is as follows : "With a few bricks and common
mortar, build up a wall in the shape of an oblong rec-

tangle, twice as long as it is wide, leaving an open space

in the front about a foot wide and the same in hight.

Lay upon this wall, when eighteen inches high, a piece

of sheet-iron so as to cover the space within the wall ex-

cept about six inches at the further end. Build up the

wall over the iron another foot, and then build in another
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slieet of iron, covering the space enclosed all but a few
inches at the front. Then turn an arch over the top,

and leave a hole at the end for a stove pipe. The stove

thus made will appear as in figure 98, and a section of it

as in figure 99. A small fire made in the bottom at the
front will heat this stove very moderately; the heat
passing back and forth, as shown by the arrows, will

warm the whole just sufficient to make the fowls corn-

Fig. 98.—STOVE. fig. 99.—SECTION.

fortable, and there will be no danger of injury to their

feet by flying upon the top, as it will never be hot if

only a moderate fire is kept. The stove « ill be perfectly

safe, and may be closed by a few loose bricks laid up in

front, through which sufficient air will pass to keep the

fire slowly burning. Ordinarily a fire need be made at

night only during the coldest weather.
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CHAPTBE VII.

PIGGERIES.

Because swine are blessed with keen appetites, strong

digestion, and hardy constitutions capable of resisting a

great amount of neglect and ill-usage, they have been, and

in too many instances are yet, the worst used animals kept

for the profit of man. And, as if to add to the abuse,

their endeavors to make the best of ill-treatment, have been

charged to the account of their natural uncleanliness ; and

the idea that wholesome meat can not be made by feeding

animals with garbage, has caused pork to become the hor-

ror of dietetic reformers, who pronounce it unfit for

human food. It were as wise to condemn the use of milk,

and to pronounce cows unfit for civilized communities,

because some individuals persist in confining them in filthy

stables, and dosing them with distillery slops. In his

native state, the hog is as dainty in his taste as other

animals, and his lair is found in a dry situation, well

cushioned with clean leaves, unsoiled by any neglect of

his own. It would be within the mark to say that in

most instances, twenty per cent of saving can be effected

in food, and in additions to the manure heap, by a well

regulated building for the accommodation of swine.

PLAN OF A PIGGEEY.

Figure 100 represents the elevation of a piggery. The

main building is twenty-two by fifty feet, and the wing

twelve by sixteen feet. It is supplied with light and air

by windows in front, ventilators on the roof, an(i by hang-

ing doors or shutters in the upper part of the siding at

the rear of each stall or apartment. These last are not

seen in the engraving.
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Figure 101 shows the ground plan. The main building

has a hall, H, six feet wide, running the entire length.

This is for convenience of feeding, and for hanging dressed

hogs at the time of slaughtering. The remainder of the

space is divided by partitions into apartments A, B, for

the feeding and sleeping accommodation of the porkers

;

these are each eight by sixteen feet. The rear division of

^'
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Fig. 101.—GBOOTTD PLiN OF PIGGERY.

the apartments, B, B, are intended for the manure yards.

Each division has a door, D, D, to facilitate the removal

of manure, and also to allow ingress to the swine when

introduced to the pen. The floors of each two adjoining

divisions are inclined toward each other, so that the liquid

excrement and other filth may flow to the side where the

opening to the back apartment is situated. Two troughs,

^S", T, are placed in each feeding room. That in the front,

8, is for food, T, for clear water, a full supply of which is
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always allowed. This is an important item, generally
overlooked ; much of the food of swine induces thirst,

and the free use of water is favorable to the deposition
of fat.

The wing, W, is twelve by sixteen feet. This answers
for a slaughtering room. In one corner, adjoining the
main hall, is a well and pump, P, from which, by means
of a hose, water is conveyed to the troughs. At the oppo-
site corner, K, is a large iron kettle, set in an arch, for

cooking food, and for scalding the slaughtered swine. In
many localities it would be a desirable addition to have

Fig. 103.—FRONT PARTITION OP HGGEET.

this wing built two stories high, the upper part to be used

for storing grain for the hogs. A cellar also should be

made underneath the piggery for receiving roots.

An excellent arrangement, shown in figure 103, is adapted

to facilitate the cleaning of the troughs, and the trans-

ferring of the hogs to the main hall at slaughtering.

The front partition of each apartment, F, is made sepa-

rate, and hung so as to be swung back and fastened over

the inside of the trough, T, at feeding time, or when
cleaning the trough. It may also be lifted as high as the

top of the side partition, ff, when it is desired to take

the hogs to the dressing table. Triangular pieces, E, E,

are spiked to each front partition, and swing with it,

forming stalls to prevent their crowding while feeding.
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These pieces are supported, when the apartment is closed,

by notches in the inner edge of the trough, made to re-

ceive them.

A OOKVENIENT FAKM PIGPEN.

Herewith are given the plans and a side view of a

convenient pigpen, recently constructed upon the farm

of Colonel F. D. Curtis, of Charlton, Saratoga Co.,

N. Y. The building, shown complete in figures 103 and

104, is forty-eight feet long, twenty-two feet wide, and

twelve feet high. There is an upper floor over the pens,

which is used as a store room for meal, corn, etc., and a

Fig. 103.—SIDE VIEW OF MB. CURTIS' PIGPEN.

cellar beneath, used for storage of roots, and for cook-

ing and preparing food. There is a cistern in the cellar,

into which the water from the roof is collected, and a

pump, by which the water maybe run into the feed kettle,

or to the pens above. The arrangements are made with

a view to the convenient handling and feeding of the

stock, as well as to most perfect sanitary conditions. The

building is warm enough to prevent freezing in the cold-

est winter weather, so that young pigs, if desired, may
be reared without difficulty, even during winter. The

outer and inner walls, and the floor of the upper room,

are all of matched boards. The floor of the pens is double,
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there being first a floor of hemlock boards, with matched

joints, put together with hot pitch. The whole of

this floor is thoroughly coated with hot coal tar, and

Kg. 105.—PLAN OP OBLLAB OP PIGPEN.

a second floor of one and one-half-inch hemlock plank,

with matched joints, also filled with tar, is finally laid

down. This gives a floor that is not only very durable,

clean, and wholesome, but it is perfectly water-proof, and

prevents any drip of moisture into the cellar. The cellar

floor is shown in figure 105. At B, R, are bins for roots.

F=F^^X "ZX ZT
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rig. 106.—PLAN OP MAIN PLOOB OP PIGPEN.

The roots are unloaded into the bins through the cellar

windows, by means of spouts which direct them into the

bins below. At F is the feed box ; at T, T, feed tubs

for mixing feed ; at C, the cistern ; P, the pump ; E, the

kettle, set in brick, with chimney behind it. At 5 is a
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spout, also seen in figure 106, by which meal is dropped
from the upper floor to the feed box, the kettle, or the
feed tubs ; at C is the root cutter. The whole of the
cellar floor is covered with cement. The main floor is

shown at figure 106. The pens are seen arranged on one
side. Each one is provided with a fender, F, for the pro-

tection of young pigs against being overlaid by the sows,

and a cast iron feed trough, having a spout which projects

through the front, for the purpose of carrying feed into

the trough. At ^ is a hatchway for hoisting meal or

corn into the room above, ^ is a spout to bring feed

from above. This building has been found very con-

venient in use, and it is so arranged that it may be ex-

tended, if desired, to accommodate a larger number of

animals.

ME. CEOZIER'S pigpens.

Mr. Wm. Crozier, of Beacon Stock Farm, Northport,

L. I., has a long range of pigpens. The elevation, figure

Fig. 107.—FRONT VIEW OP PIGGBKT.

107, the ground plan, figure 108, and a view of the interior

of the building, figure 109, show the simple arrangement.

The building is placed against a bank, which has a brick
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retaining wall that answers as the rear wall of the build-

ing, and is nine feet high. The building is sixteen feet

wide, with the front side six and one-half feet high. ' The

pens, see figure 108, are ten by twelve feet, and three feet

Wallc
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Fig. 108.—PLAN OF PIGQEBT.

high, with a four-foot walk at the rear of them. The
doors, of which each pen has one opening into the yard,

are in halves. The upper half may be left open to admit

light and air, while the lower half is kept closed, if it is

Fig. 109.—INTERIOR OP PIGGERY.

desired, to prevent egress. At one end of the building is

a room furnished with apparatus for steaming food. The
feeding is done from the walk, the food being placed in

small portable troughs, which can be readily cleaned.
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A COMFORTABLE PIGPEN.

The plan, figure 110, combines the requisites, with
many of the conveniences, of a desirable pigpen. The
engraving shows one complete pen with its divisions. A
row of these pens may be built as a long shed, and the

description of one will answer for all. The pen is twenty
feet long from front to rear, by eight feet wide. The
posts at the front are ten feet high, and at the rear seven

feet. A feed-passage runs along the front of the pens,

shown at a. The feeding and sleeping apartment is

Fig. 110.—PLAJSr OF PIGPEN.

shown at h. At c is a passage which also runs along the

whole building, but which, when closed by the doors, d,

makes the passage a part of the yard, d. The feed pas-

sage, a, is three feet wide. The feeding place, h, is ten

feet deep by eight feet in width ; the passage, c, is three

feet wide, and the yard, d, four feet, making the whole

space of the yard seven by eight feet when the passage is

closed. When the passage is opened the door, d, closes

the opening from the yard into the feeding place, and the

occupauts of the pens are shut up. Any pig that may
have to be moved from one pen to another can then be
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driven without any difficulty whercYer it may be desired.

A swinging door in the rear may be made to allow the

pigs to pass in or out of the barn yard or the pasture, if

one is provided for them. But generally it will be found

better to have the pens built upon one side of the bam
yard, so that the pigs may be used to work up any mate-

rials for manure or compost that may be at hand for the

purpose. The floor of the pen should be, in part at

least, of plank ; that of the yard may be of pavement,

of- cobble-stone, or of cement, but should be so laid that

it can not be torn up. A tight roof should cover the

whole, and sliding windows at the rear and front will

provide good ventilation. This is very important for

the comfort of the animals in hot weather. The floor of

the pens should slope backwards at least two inches in ten

feet, and the yards ought to be well drained. A bar is

fixed around the bottom of the pen, about six inches

above the floor, and projects about six inches from the

side, for the purpose of preventing the young pigs from

being overlaid by the sow and smothered. A large quan-

tity of waste material may be worked up in these yards,

and will add much to the comfort and cleanliness of the

pigs. The framework of these pens should be of six by

six timber for the sills, four by four for the posts, and

two by four for the girts and tops and bottoms of the par-

titions. The whole quantity of lumber needed for one

complete pen would be one thousand two hundred feet,

oonsisting of eighty linear feet of six by six timber,

sixty-one linear feet of four by four posting, and seventy-

seven linear feet of two by four scantling, one hundred

and four feet surface of two-inch plank, and five hundred

feet of boards if the roof is of shingles. A row of ten

of these pens, making a building eighty feet long, able

to accommodate fifty or sixty pigs, would cost about

three hundred and fifty dollars completed.
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PENS AND YARDS FOR ONE HUNDRED AND FIFTY HOGS.

The pens are built in a range on each side of a central

feed house, shown in the corner of figure 111. This house

L a two-story building. In the upper part feed is stored,

to be cooked or prepared on the lower floor. A stairway

in one corner leads to the upper story. Opposite to the

stairs, and at the right of the doorway, is a pump con-

nected with a cistern which receives all the flow from the

Fig. 111.—PLAN OP PIGPENS.

roof. The water is shed from the rear of the roof, so that

none escapes into the yard. A hose is connected with the

pump, which serves to convey water into the feed troughs

in both wings of the pens, for cleansing them and to

supply the animals with drinking water. Opposite the

pump is the boiler or the mixing vat. As a boiler will be

found indispensable at times, one should be provided at

the outset, as it may be used for soaking or otherwise

preparing food when not needed for heating purposes. A
passage way leads on either hand from the feed room
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down the row of pens. The arrangement of the pens

is illustrated in figure 112 ; the passage way is at a, the

feed trough with spout at l. The troughs are protected by

cross strips fastened from the partition wall to the edge

of each, as shown by the dotted lines, so as to prevent

the hogs from lying in them. At c is a sliding door, by

which access can be gained from pen to pen all through

the range when necessary for the purpose of changing or

otherwise managing the occupants ; at c? is a slatted ven-

tilator fixed in the wall over each door, also shown in fig-

ure 114. The yard and pens shown in the left-hand lower

corner of figure 111 are for brood sows with pigs, which are

Fig. 112.—SBCTION OF PEN. Fig. 113.—SAFEGUARDS.

kept separate from the rest of the herd. The pens are

arranged as the others, with the addition of safeguards

for the young pigs placed around the walls, about eight

inches above the floor and six inches from it, and attached

to it by means of iron straps, see figure 113. These are

to prevent the pigs from being crushed by the sows when
they lie down, as is often the case,when no protection is

furnished. At figure 114 is seen the elevation of one

wing of the range with the feed house. The shed is

made from twelve to sixteen feet wide, twelve feet high in

front and eight feet in the rear. Each pen should be at

least eight feet wide, which would give from sixty to one

hundred square feet, accommodating five or six pigs.

Sheds one hundred feet long, with yards covering the in-

cluded ground, would give room for a herd of one hun-
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dred and fifty pigs. The front doors of the pens are made
double, shutting against each second post, and opening

from each other. One fastening answers for all the four

doors ; this consists of a semi-circular piece of hard-wood

plank, which turns on a bolt. When at rest it falls so as

to fasten the four doors, and can be turned right or left

in an instant to open either pair. This should be secured

firmly with a strong bolt having a large head. The floors

of the pens may 'be made of hydraulic lime concrete,

thoroughly saturated with gas tar. Such a floor is al-
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Fig. 114.—EXTEBIOR VIEW OB PENS.

ways dry, clean, and perfectly impenetrable either by

vermin or by the swine. An occasional dressing of hot

gas tar will keep lice and fleas at a distance, and thus

promote the health and growth of the herd. Another

method of making the floor, is to use double hemlock

plank, laid so as to breiik joints, and saturated with hot gas

tar. This is water and vermin proof, and also saves all the

liquid manure. To do this most effectively, the floor is

slopedfor two or three inches,and a slightly hollowedgutter

conveys the drainage into the outer yard, which should be

paved with ccbble-stone or cemented, if possible, or other-

wise well bedded with litter or other absorbents. The

best absorbent is dry swamp muck ; when this can not be

provided, hard-wood sawdust, sand, dry earth, or litter

from the stables, may be kept in the yard. This should

be turned over and well mixed.
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A PORTABLE PIGPEK.

Where a single family pig is kept, provision for chang-

ing the locality of the pen is often necessary. It may

be placed in the garden, at the time when there are waste

Fig. 115.—A PORTABLE PIGPEN.

vegetables to be disposed of, or it may be penned in a

grass lot. A portable pen, with an open yard attached is

seen in the accompanying illustrations. Figure 115 pre-

sents the pen, the engraving showing it so clearly that no

description is needed. The yard, seen in figure 116, is

placed with the open space next to the door of the pen,

so that the pig can go in and out freely. The yard is at-

Fig. 116.—TABD TO POKTABLE PIGPEN.

tached to the pen by hooks and staples, and both of them

are provided with handles, by which they can be lifted

and carried from place to place. Both the yard and pen

slould be floored to prevent the pig from tearing up the
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ground. The floors should be raised a few inches from
the ground, that they may be kept dry and made durable.

PIGPEN, HEN HOUSE, AND COEN CKIB COMBINED.

The accompanying engravings present plans for erect-

ing in a hillside, under one roof, the three important
farm buildings named above.

The pigpen shown in front view, figure 117, is construct-

ed of stout franiing, and where it comes in contact with

rig. 117.—FRONT VIEW or PIGPEN, ETC,

the hillside, is protected by dry stone walls. The roof of

the sleeping room, B, figure 118, forms the fioor of the

hen house, G. To prevent the dirt from one room being

thrown into the other, the door of communication be-

tween them is raised six inches from the floor, and an in-

clined plane with a cleat is placed on either side to make
it easy of ingress and egress. The. feeding room. A, is
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protected from the weather by the corn-loft floor and the

OTerhanging eaves. The hen house is situated immedi-

ately over the sleeping room of the pigpen. It is ventila-

ted by a wire-sash window at H, and provided with perches

eighteen inches from the floor at the lowest point, and
nest boxes on two sides, which are reached by doors on

the outside, each door being a hinged plank the entire

width of the building. By this arrangement of the

Fig;. 118.—SEOTIONAIi VIEW OP BUILDING.

nests, the room need not be entered in quest of eggs.

The roof of the hen house forms an angle of about forty

degrees ; this being also the floor of the rear of the com
crib, it aids by its slope in readily filling the crib. The
corn crib is approached at the rear where a slatted door,

corresponding with the large slatted front window, give

sufficient ventilation for the corn. At F is the platform

from which to fill the crib. The building is ten feet wide

by fifteen, feet in length, but may be made larger if desired.
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A PIGPEN" AND TOOL HOUSE.

121

A pigpen with the upper part arranged for the storage

of small tools, seed sowers, and cultivators, is here given.

The upper floor, seven feet high, is open over the passage

Fig. 119.—^END AND SECTIONAI, VIEW.

as shown in figure 119, which is a section of the in-

side of the building ; there is a stairway provided at

the end of the passage. The larger tools are taken up

through a door at the end of the building. The pen

itself has some conveniences which may be mentioned.

The plan of it is given in figure 120. The pens are ar-

ranged on one side of the passage, with doors opening

Fig. 120.—THE GSOtTND PLAN.

into it, so as to reach across and close it when necessary.

It is thus easy to get access to each separate pen or from

one to another. The doors swing both ways, either into

the passage or into the pen as showa at a; swinging

doors, at i, i, give access to the yards.

6
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A CHEAP PIGPEBT.

The plan here presented is of a convenient pigpen that

will cost less than twenty-five dollars, exclusive of labor.

Nine posts of cedar or chestnut are set one foot in the

ground, and project as far above the surface. They are ar-

ranged as in figure 131. Four by four-inch sills are laid

upon the posts, with a cross sill in

the center, and halved together at

the joints. No wall posts are used,

the stout boarding being made to

serve the purpose. The structure

is eight feet each way, or can be

made when built to suit the ordi-

nary length of boards. To put up

the walls begin at the bottom, fast-

ening on the corner boards first, and

nailing their edges firmly together. Two by four-inch

strips serve as plates. Two by six-inch floor beams are

laid upon the sills, sixteen inches apart, and the floor

upon these. Two by four-inch rafters are placed four

feet apart, upon which three twelve-inch boards are laid,

one at the peak, one at the eaves, and one between these

\
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lliey are nailed on. There should be two small windows,

placed as thought most desirable. The interior division

should be as shown in fig. 121. The feeding place is at a,

in which, is a trough, with a sloping board in the passage,

c, by which to pour in the slop. A sleeping room is at

I, the partitions of which should be four feet high. A
few loose boards will be required for a floor in the loft to

make a space for storing corn for feed. The building is

raised one foot from the ground for the sake of avoiding

rats and other vermin. A sloping gangway leads to the

yard, into which it is convenient to have a gate from
the outside.

Self-closing Door for Pigpen.—A warm dry pen is

necessary for the health and comfort of a pig. Cold and

damp induce more diseases than are charged to these

Fig. 123.—SELI'-CLOSIKG PEN DOOBS.

causes. Neither the winter snow nor the spring and sum-

mer rains should be allowed to beat into the pen. But the

difficulty is to have a door that will shut of itself and can

be opened by the animals whenever they desire. The

engraving, figure 133, shows a door of this kind that can

be applied to any pen, at least any to which a door can
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be affixed at all. It is hung on hooks and staples to the

lintel of the doorway, and swinging either way allows the

inmates of the pen to go out or in, as they please—closing

after them. If the door is intended to fit closely, leather

strips two inches wide should be nailed around the frame

of the doorway, then as the door closes it presses tightly

against these strips.

A Swinging Door for a Piggert.—The illustra-

tion, figure 134, is of a swinging door for a piggery, which

is intended to be used together in connection with a feed

Fig. 124.—A SWINGIN8 BOOS FOB A PIGGEET.

trough. The engraving shows a portion of the front

wall, or partition of the pen. The door is hung upon
hickory pins set into the frame, one upon each side. It

may be easily swung back, so as to permit access to

the trough for pouring food into it, and at the same time

closes it against the pigs. The door is held in place by a

bolt sliding in a slot, when in either position, as shown in

the engraving. In a piggery, the pens would be most con-

veniently arranged on each side of a passage way, with

feed troughs opening into the passage, by doors of the

style here described.
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CHAPTEE VIII.

CARRIAGE HOUSE.

A COMBIKED CAEKIAGE AND TOOL HOUSE.

The accompanying engravings give plans of a car-

riage, wagon, and tool house in one building, suitable for

a large farm. The structure may be sixteen or eighteen

Fig. 125.—PLAN or wagon house.

feet high to the eaves, which will give a space of nine

feet in the clear for the lower story, six feet in the

clear for the granary at the walls, and ten or eleven feet

in the center between the bins. It should be at least

twenty-four feet wide, and forty-eight feet long, to give

ample space for moving about in it. The wagon and cart
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cart. The doors of this portion slide upon rollers, and are

iu three divisions to facilitate the movements of the wag-

ons in or out. The carriage house is in the center, with

the entrance at the front. Here

is room for two carriages, and a

tool house adjoining, with en-

trance at the end opposite to that of

the wagon house. In the carriage

house there should be a well and a force pump furnished

with a hose, for the purpose of washing ofE the carriages,

and the floor should be made slightly sloping each way to

Fig. 127.—HOIST.

Fig. 128.—VIEW OF COMBINED WAGON AND TOOL HOUSE.

the center, with a gutter there to carry off the water to

the rear. The upper floor may be reached by a stairway

outside, or from the inside, as may be most convenient.
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The plan of the bins in the granary is given in figure 126.

On one side are the three grain bins, and on the other,

two lathed bins for corn in the ear. Between these is the

hoisting wheel and door. The plan of the hoist is shown
in figure 127 ; a being the winding barrel, I the pulley

wheel, with an endless rope hanging upon it, and c the

pulley in the cathead. The hoist is supported by hangers

fastened to the roof timbers and the plate. Figure 128

shows the elevation, which may be changed to suit the

wishes or the means of the builder. Here it is made
perfectly plain, in order to be the most economical.
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CHAPTER IX.

COEN HOUSES AND CRIBS.

Whatever temporary expedients the grower of Indian

corn may resort to for storing his crop, he at last comes

to a crib as a prime necessity. The rail pen is a very in-

secure inclosure, much exposed to damage from the

storms, and an invitation for any thief to plunder. Stor-

ing in the garret is a very laborious business, and unless

spreadvery thin, the corn is very liable to injure by mould.

Spread upon the barn

floor, it is always in the

way, and free plunder to

all the rats and mice upon

the premises. Corn is

more liable to injury from

imperfect curingthan any

other grain that we raise.

Wheat, oats, rye, barley,

and buckwheat are easily
rig. m-ooNKEOTionr oobk HoiraB.
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a few days or weeks after cutting they can be thrashed

there, and immediately stored in bins or sent to market.

But Indian corn has a much larger kernel, and grows

upon a thick, stout cob, from which it takes months to

expel the moisture after it is fully ripe.

THE CONNECTICUT COEN HOUSE.

Figure 129, is the common type of the corn house

throughout the East. It sets upon posts covered with in-

verted tin pans, figure 130, to make it inaccessible to rats

and mice. These posts are a foot or more in diameter, and
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two or three feet from the surface of the ground to the
bottom of the building. Sometimes flat stones, two or

three feet broad, are substituted for the tin pans, but the
latter are preferred. The sides of the building are made
of slats nailed to sills and plates at bottom
and top, and to one or more girders between.

The bin upon the inside is made by a board

partition, three or four feet from the siding.

The boards are movable, and are put up as

the crib is filled. The remaining space be-

tween the bins is used for shelling corn, or

as a receptacle for bags and barrels, and the

back part is sometimes used for a tool house, or fitted

with bins for storing shelled corn or other grain.

Figure 131 shows two cribs, with a roof thrown

over them to form a convenient shed or shelter for carts,

wagons, and farming tools. Sometimes the passage is

boarded up at one end, and furnished with doors at the

Fig. 130.

TIN PAN ON
POST.

Fig. 131.—TWO CKIBS ROOFED OVEB.

other. These cribs are entered at one end by a narrow

door, and the whole space is occupied by the corn. They

are from three to five feet in width, and give very perfect

ventilation to the ears. They have usually a stone founda-
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tion, with a sill and board floor above. They are made of

any desirable size, and cribs holding from five hundred to

a thousand bushels are common.

AUr IMPROVED CORN HOUSE.

The waste caused by vermin in the corn crib is fre-

quently very serious. Eats are the especial enemy of the

farmer in this respect, and any means whereby their rav-

ages may be prevented, will be productive of a great sav-

ing. The burrowing rat, which makes its nest beneath

Fig. 133.—AN IMPROVED COKN HOUSE.

the buildings or rubbish piles, does the most mischief in

the corn house, and unless it is so made that there are

no hiding places, it is impossible to dislodge the rats

from their retreat. The corn house, shown in end view,

figure 133, is made so that it is inaccessible to rats

or mice, and there are no hiding places beneath it. It

is elevated three feet above the ground, on firmly set

posts. The cribs are six to eight feet wide, and of any

desired length. For four thousand bushels of com in the
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ear, the building should be forty feet long, with cribs

eight feet long and twelve feet high. The outside is

closely boarded and battened. The floor of the cribs is

made of three-inch strips, set an inch and a half apart,

to admit a current of air. The space between the cribs

is twelve feet wide, and is closed inside, from the bottom
of the cribs to the ground, forming an inside shed, which

is not accessible to any farm animals or vermin. This

inner shed is closed by sliding doors at each end. The
cribs are boarded up inside the shed with three-inch strips

placed a quarter of an inch apart, to admit air. The
cribs are thus weather-proof on the outside, and by open-

ing the sliding doors, free circulation of air can be obtained

in fine weather. Above, the shed is floored over, forming

an apartment twelve feet wide, by forty feet long, for

storage of corn. A trap door may be made in the center

of this floor to hand up com from below. Any corn that

is shelled off from the ears, and falls through the floor,

can be picked up by poultry or pigs, and none will be

wasted. If desired, lean-to sheds may be built against

the sides of the crib, giving valuable room for many pur-

poses. The shed between the cribs will make an excellent

storehouse for implements. As many doors can be

made in the cribs as may be desired. These should be

sliding doors, and loose boards may be placed across the

door ways inside, to prevent the corn resting against them.

The roof should be well shingled, and a door made at

each end of the upper loft, which may be opened as needed

for thorough ventilation.

WESTEKK CORlir HOUSES.

The accompanying illustrations convey to the reader

an idea of the large corn houses, so frequently met

with in the great corn-growing West. The one here

described belongs to W. S. Wadsworth, Franklin
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County, Kansas. Figure 133 gives a side view of the

house, with the end or front in side section. The house is

one hundred and

twelve feet long, by-

twenty - eight feet

wide,and has a capaci-

ty of eighteen thou-

sand bushels.- The

manner of storing

away corn in a large

house like thif, is an

interesting feature. It

is done by horse pow-

er, which operates a

large belt elevator.

On the right of the

entrance, or floor, of

the house, the elevator

is seen running from

A to B. This is a

strong endless belt of

leather, which passes

over a pulley, above

and below, and has a

series of "buckets"

attached to its outer

surface. The "buck-

ets " or cups are about

two feet apart. The

pulley. A, is connect-

ed with one above the

letter D, and this is

turned by a tarred

rope, which connects

it with the large wooden wheel, five feet in diameter, at the

top of the turn post, to which the horse is attached. Thus,
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by a proper construction of the pulleys, a sufficiently rapid
motion of the elevator belt is obtained from the ordinary
gait of the horse on the " power. " The corn is fed to the
elevator cups through a hopper below the floor ; shown
in cross section only in figure 133. The wagon is driven
in upon the floor, which is provided with a "dump." A
trap door, two and one-half by three feet is opened at the
rear of the loaded wagon. At the same time the floor is

Fig. 13i.—END VIEW OP MAIN PAST.

SO arranged, that the whole wagon tips back, as shown in

side view of figure 134, and the end board of the wagon
box being removed, the corn slides into the large hopper

below. It is not necessary to have the whole floor ar-

ranged to tip, but simply two narrow sills upon which

the wheels must be placed. After the corn is carried

from the hopper at B, to the top of the pulley A,

where the cups are inverted, it is thrown upon a long

smooth horizontal belt, which is run by a cord connecting
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A, with the belt pulley at F, a short distance below it.

This horizontal belt runs the whole length of the storing

portion of the house, and just below the ridge pole, as

may be seen in figure 133, a portion of the roof being

omitted for the purpose of showing it. This belt may

be shortened at any time when the rear of the house

becomes filled. A simple sliding shute is used at the

further end of the belt, for the purpose of turning the

com to one side or the other of the house, thus making

Fig. 135.—CBOSS SECTION OF STORE HOCSE.

the distribution of the grain an easy matter. Figure 135

shows a cross section of the storing room, and gives an

idea of the way the sides of the house are braced, by

means of ordinary boards, nailed to the sides of the beams

which run from the ground to the roof. The house

stands on posts cut twenty-six inches long, and set in the

ground about one foot, the ground being so raised that

no water will run under the com house.

ANOTHER WESTERN CORN HOUSE.

It will be seen from the engraving, figure 136, that this

corn house stands upon sloping ground, and thus while

the roof and floors are level, the floor of each section of

twenty feet drops down a step. The entire building is
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a?foW W' '^
'^f

*^ '^ ^^^^^' ^--l ^« constructedas toJlows It has an alley or cart-way running lengthwise through the center, which is ten fee^t wideatSltand eigh fee wide at the top. On each side of the aUey

tHe top The outer and inner sides of the cribs are slatted
perpendicularly; the gable ends are close-boarded Each

Kg. 136.—ANOTHER WBSTEKN COBN HOUSE.

cnb-gable has a door, and sliding doors upon rollers close
the cart-way at each end. There is a floored loft over the
whole, lighted by doors in the ends, which is used
for storing grain and agricultural implements. The
building rests on fifty-two oak posts, placed on stone
bases, set two feet in the ground, and coming six inches
above the surface. It is built entirely of native oak and
walnut. The posts at one end are ten feet long ; at the
other, a little over twelve, on account of the slope of the
ground. The cribs will each hold six thousand and
eighty bushels of corn.
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A SELF-FEEDING CORK CRIB.

In portions of the West, where corn is mainly fed

to stock in the open field, a crib may be used which
will not only store the corn, but will supply it to the

stock as they may need it, without any further handling

than merely filling the crib. Corn being very cheap, and
labor dear, it is an object to save labor at the expense of

the corn. But as hogs are usually kept along with cattle

under such circumstances, no com is lost ; what is

dropped by the cattle, is picked up by the hogs. The
crib may be made of logs or planks, but should be strongly

built. It is of the ordinary form, but open at the

bottom, where it is surrounded by a pen, reaching a foot

above the open bottom. The pen is larger than the crib,

so as to give room for the stock to reach the corn, and is

of a convenient hight, or about thirty inches to three

feet. The pen is planked over about a foot below the

bottom of the crib, and if the space beneath is filled with

earth, it will enable the building better to resist, when it

is empty, the heavy winds of the prairie. The engraving,

figure 137, shows the form of one of these feeding cribs,

which may be made of any suitable size, or of any con-

venient material.

A SELF-DISCHAEGIlSrG CORN CRIB.

A corn crib from which the corn may be taken when
wanted, without opening any part of the upper portion,

or without the use of a ladder or steps, may be made as

shown in figure 138. The floor slopes from one side

to the other, and its lower margin projects beyond the

side of the crib suflBciently to permit of a box in which a

scoop or shovel can be used. The projecting part of the

floor is made the bottom of a box, that is built upon it,

and which is open on the side next the crib, so that the
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corn will slide into it. A cover is hinged to the box, so

that it may be turned up, when corn is to be taken out, as

shown by the dotted lines. This

cover should be kept locked for ob-

vious reasons. To facilitate the use

of the shovel, the opening into the

crib is closed for a space of two feet,

either in the middle or at each end.

At these closed places there will be

no corn upon the floor of the box,

so that it will be easy to shovel out

Fig. 138.-8EOTION OF the corn. In one part of the West,

CRIB. cribs of this kind are in common

use, but they are not frequently found elsewhere.

A COVER FOB CORN CRIBS.

A vast quantity of corn is destroyed or badly damaged

by being exposed in open cribs to the rains and snows of

the winter and spring. A simple and very cheap method

of protecting the log or rail crib, in common use in the

Fig. 139.—BOABD BAPTEB.

Western States, is suggested by seeing hundreds of them

filled with corn soaking in the heavy rains of spring.

Take two boards, six feet long and fasten them together

at the end by leather or iron strap-hinges, as shown in

figure 139. These should then be laid across the com,

which is to be heaped up into the center of the crib.
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As many pairs of these boards are used as may be neces-

sary for the length of the crib, or two pairs for each length

of boards, whether that be twelve feet, sixteen feet, or

less. Boards are then tacked upon the " rafters " length-

wise of the corn crib, commencing at the lower part.

Fig. 140.—COVER FOB CORN CRIB.

each board overlapping two inches or thereabouts. The

nails should be only partly driven in, so that when

the cover is to be taken away the nails are easily drawn

out with a claw hammer. Figure 140 shows a log crib

covered in this manner. It will, of course, be necessary

to stay the cover by some means so that it may not be

blown off by heavy winds.
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CHAPTEE X.

ICE HOUSES.

ICE : ITS USES AND IMPORTANCE.

Every year the use of ice increases. It is not merely a

luxury, but becomes a necessity so soon as its value is

known by experience. As with many other gifts of na-

ture, however, its very abundance causes it to be disre-

garded ; and this mine of usefulness is formed once a

year, perhaps almost at the farm-house door, and allowed

to pass away in spring unworked, save by not more than

one farmer in ten. Ice in the dairy is next to indis-

pensable, for holding milk at a proper temperature, and

for use in working and keeping butter. This fact is rec-

ognized in all well-regulated dairies, and especially in

those where high-priced butter is made. Successful

dairymen state that the gain in the price obtained for

their products by the use of ice, many times repays the

cost; and in preserving meats, etc., its worth is to be

estimated by computing the total value of the things kept

from spoiling.

Ice should be cut with a saw, not with an axe, into

blocks of regular size, so that they will pack into the ice

house solidly and without leaving spaces between them.

If cut in this manner, ice will keep perfectly well, if not

more than three inches in thickness ; but a thickness of

six inches at least is preferable. It should be cut and

packed in cold, freezing weather, and if, as it is packed,

a pailful of water is thrown over each layer to fill the

spaces between the blocks, and exclude the air, it will keep

very much better than otherwise. For a day or two be-

fore the house is filled, it is well to throw it open in order
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that the ground beneath it may freeze, and it may be left

open for a few days after it is filled, if the weather con-

tinues cold. The ice house should be finally closed during

cold, dry weather. There are some general principles to

be observed in the proper construction of any kind of ice

house, and all else is of secondary importance. There

must be perfect drainage, and no admission of air beneath,

ample ventilation and perfect dryness above, and suffi-

cient non-conducting material for packing below, above,

and around the ice, by which its low temperature may be

preserved. The best packing consists of sawdust, either

of pine or hard-wood, spent tan, charcoal powder, or what

is known as "braize," from charcoal pits or store houses,

and oat, wheat, or buckwheat chaff, or marsh hay.

PLAN OF AN ICE HOUSE.

A cheap ice house may be made as follows : The founda-

tion should be dug about eighteen inches to two feet deep

in a dry, gravelly, or sandy soil. If the soil is clay, the

foundation should be dug two feet deeper, and filled to

that extent with broken bricks, coarse gravel, or clean,

sharp sand. To make a drain beneath the ice of any other

kind than this would be risky, and if not made with the

greatest care to prevent access of air, the drain would

cause the loss of the ice in a few weeks of warm weather.

Around the inside of the foundation are laid sills of two

by six plank, and upon this are " toe-nailed " studs of the

same size, ten feet long, at distances of four feet apart.

Upon these, matched boards or patent-siding are then

nailed horizontally A door frame is made at one end, or

if the building is over twenty feet long, one may be made

at each end for convenience in filling. When the outside

boarding reaches the top of the frame, plates of two by

six timber are spiked on to the studs. Rafters of two by

four scantling, are then spiked on to the fjame over the
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studs, a quarter pitch, being sufficient. Or if felt roofing

is used, a flat roof with a very little slope to the rear may-

be made. In this latter case, however, the hight of the

building should be increased at least one foot, to secure

sufficient air space above the ice for ventilation. The
roof may be of common boards or shingles, or of asbestos

roofing, but it must be perfectly water-proof, and

should have broad eaves, to shade the walls as much as

Mg. 141.—A FKAMB FOB AN ICE HOUSE.

possible from the sun's heat. The outside of the building,

roof included, should be white-washed, so as to reflect

heat. The inside of the building should be lined with

good boards, placed horizontally, the space between the

two boardings being filled closely with the packing.

The frame, figure 141, is closed in on one side and end,

and partly boarded on the other side, the front being left

open to show the manner of making the frame. A section

of the house, filled with ice, is seen in figure 142 ; the

lining between the walls is shown by the dark shading.
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The packing around the ice should be a foot thick at the
bottom and the sides, and two feet at the top. There
should be a capacious ventilator at the top of the house,
and the spaces above the plates and between the rafters

at the eaves will permit a constant current of air to pass
over the upper packing, and remove the collected vapor.
The method of closing the doors is shown in figure 143.

Boards are placed across the inside of the door as the ice

is packed, until the top is reached. Eye or other long

Fig. 142.—SECTION OF AN ICE HOUSE FILLED.

straw is tied into bundles, as shown in the illustration,

and these bundles are packed tightly into the space be-

tween the boards and the door. The door is then closed.

These straw bundles will effectually seal up the door-

space of an ice house in summer as well as the door of a

root cellar during winter. When the house is opened in

the summer, and the upper packing is disturbed to reach

the ice, it should always be carefully replaced, and the

door closed up again with the straw bundles. The bundles

of straw may be fastened together by means of two or

three cross laths. They can be very readily removed
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and replaced. The material required for a house such as

is here described, twenty feet long, sixteen feet wide, and

ten feet high, and which will hold over sixty tons of ice,

is as follows : Three hundred and twenty-four feet of two

by six studding ; twelve rafters two by four, twelve feet

long ; five hundred and seventy-six feet of matched boards

;

seven hundred and twenty feet of boards for lining ; four

hundred and eighty feet of roofing boards ; three thousand

Fig. 143.—^DOOR FOR ICE HOUSE.

shingles, or four hundred and eighty feet of roofing boards

;

one batten door, hinges and nails. About twenty-five

wagon loads of sawdust or some other non-conductor

will be required for a house of this size.

A CHEAP ICE HOUSE.

Figure 144 illustrates an ice house that can be quickly

erected at a very slight outlay for materials, and at the

cost of only a few hours' labor. The size is determined

by the length of the planks or boards to be used. Nine

posts, rough, sawed, or hewn, of suitable hight are pro-

vided, and two put up at each comer, as in figure 145, rest-
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ing upon a block of wood or a stone, or set in the ground.
The ninth post is placed at one side of the front, to serve
as one side of the door. The bottom planks, all around,
are nailed to the posts, which may be more firmly secured
in place by cleats connecting those at each corner ; the
front posts are a foot or so longer than the others, to
permit of a shed roof. A plate of light scantling secures
the tops in place. Now it is ready for the ice. First,

Fig. 144.—CHEAP AND PICTUBESQUE ICE HOUSE.

sprinkle on the ground a layer of sawdust, shavings, or cut

hay, so that it will be at least six inches deep, when firmly

packed down. Then put in the first tier of ice, keeping

the blocks a foot away from the plank wall ; fill the space

solidly with the sawdust or other packing material, a,

figure 145
;
place the second tier of ice ; next, put in posi-

tion more planks, and so on, until the house is filled,

storing the ice, and carrying up the wall together, and
filling in between with sawdust, etc., as the work pro-

gresses. The planks need only be slightly nailed, to keep

7
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them up when the ice is removed, as they will he held in

position by the posts without, and the pressure from

within. A door, h, is made by simply using two lengths

Fig. 145.—GEOTJND PLAN OF FIGURS 146.

of plank on the front side, as indicated by the posts in

figure 145. When the house is full, a thick layer of the

packing material is put on the top of the ice. Drainage

Fig. 146.—lOE HOUSE OF DONALD G. MITCHELL.

is secured by placing the structure on sloping ground.
A roof of slabs, a thatch, or anything to keep out rain.
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is sufficient. With a little taste this may be made quite

pleasing in appearance. Figure 146 represents the ice

house on the Connecticut River, of Donald G. Mitchell

(Ike Marvel), made picturesque by a roof and ends of

rough slabs. The main part of the ice room is below

the surface of the ground, and may be constructed of

stones or timber. Ice houses can have their appearance

improved by the free use of climbing vines. These answer

not only as an embellishment, but serve a useful end in

breaking the force of the sun's rays and keeping the

building much cooler than it would be under full ex-

posure. It costs but little more to make the smaller farm

buildings tasteful and picturesque in appearance, than to

have them look ugly and cheap.

A SMALL ICE HOUSE.

The base, figure 147, is a frame of eight by eight-inch

hewn or sawed timber, forming a square, twelve by

twelve feet. This is laid on a stone foundation, or on

corner posts set in the ground, and filled underneath with

stones and mortar if accessible

;

earthing up will answer. A similar

square frame is made for the plates,

and this is supported at the four

comers with eight by eight-inch

posts, eight feet long, and by two

by eight-inch studs, say three on

each of three sides, and two as door

posts on the front side. Figure 148

shows a vertical section through

The outside, figure 149, is covered with

Eough pine boards, somewhat knotty.

Fig. 147.—THE WALLS.

the middle.

inch boards.

will answer. The cracks may be covered with narrow

bai,tening. Inch boards, laid horizontally, line the

inside up to the plates, and the eight-inch space be-
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tween is filled with sawdust. The flooring is simply

boards laid upon the ground or upon small cobble stones.

The roof is only one thickness of inch boards, with bat-

ten pieces over the cracks, and is supported by three hori-

zontal strips on each side, laid

across rafters. The rafters are

scantling, bevelled and nailed

together at the top, and set into

or firmly spiked to the plates.

About half of the middle of

the ridge is cut out, leaving an

opening four or five inches wide,

and over this is a cap, support-

ed by a saddle piece at each end

of it, leaving an opening on each

side under it for ventilation.

The cap extends far enough over

to keep out the rain. The doors

are of a single thickness of inch boards. The outside

boards can be rough, or planed and painted to correspond

with the house or other buildings. When filhng the

Fig. 148.—VEKTICAL
SECTION OP ICE HOUSE.

Fig. 149.—SMALL ICE HOUSE COMPLETE.

house, five or six inches of straw and sawdust are put on

the floor. The ice is packed solidJy on this, but a space
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of six or eight inches is left on all sides, which is packed
in with sawdust. Any spaces or cracks between the cakes
of ice are also filled with sawdust. Short pieces of hori-

zontal loose boards support the sawdust inside the door.

These are put in as the filling proceeds, and taken out as

the ice is removed from time to time. The ice is filled

in, some distance above the plates, and finally covered
over with a foot or so of sawdust. This suffices to keep
out the sun and air heat. Experience proves that this

surrounding of sawdust on all sides will keep the ice well

during the entire summer season.

Those not having access to. lakes or ponds, can easily

make an artificial pond in a prairie slough, or other de-

pression of ground, large enough to furnish ice for filling

a small house like the above. In this house there is a

mass of ice say nine feet square, or about two and one-

third tons for each foot in hight.

TTIfDEEGROTJlJrD ICE HOUSES.

Figure 150 shows an ice house built partly under-

ground. Where the soil is gravelly and porous, it may be

built more cheaply than one wholly above ground. The
excavation may be made as deep as desirable, perhaps six

or eight feet will be sufficient. There must, however, be

perfect freedom from surface water, or the house will be

a failure. The bottom may be made of a layer of large

stones, two feet deep. Upon this smaller stones should be

laid, to fill all the inequalities, and form a level surface,

and there should be placed upon these a layer of coarse

gravel. This may form the floor of the house. The

walls, up to a foot above the surface, may be built of stone

laid in mortar or cement, and the sill of the upper frame

should be bedded in the stone work and cement. The

posts and studs, ten inches wide, and two inches thick,

should be framed into the sill, as in figure 151

—

a being the
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sill shown in section, h, the stud, and c the tenon at the

foot of the stud, and the mortise in the sill. In figure

rig. 150.—SECTION OF TmDEKGBOtTND ICB HOUSE.

152 the manner of framing the corners is given, a, a, be-

ing the sills, and h, b, b, the studs. One stud is placed

at the end of one sill, and another one inch from it, at

Fig. 152.—FRAMTNG THE COKNBB.

the shoulder of the adjoining sill. Thus the outer boards

may be nailed firmly at each corner, and a good joint also
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be made inside, by inserting the boai'ds on one side be-

tween the two corner studs at c. Thi-3 plan saves the cost

of heavy corner posts, and gives equal firmness to the

building. The corner can also be filled with sawdust,

making it a poorer conductor of heat than a solid post.

For convenience in taking out the ice, a ladder should be

built against the inner wall. This is covered by the

packing, when the house is filled, but as the ice is taken

out, the ladder is exposed for use.

AN" ICE HOUSE IN THE BAEN".

The following is a method of putting up ice in a cor-

ner of the barn, without anything more than a few

boards and some sawdust. The coolest corner of the

barn is set apart for the ice, and a board is nailed to the

floor on each side of the corner, or across it. One of these

should be just beneath a beam of the upper floor. Some
rough boards are tacked to the

posts of the barn wall, up to near

the top. A batten is then nailed

to the floor, one inch from the

board ; this makes the foundation,

the ground plan of which is shown
^J..—,.,.-|. .

jjj figure 153. The spaces, a, a, are

^^^^ filled with sawdust. The ice is then

Fig. 153.—PLAN OF lOB packed in the space, bounded by
HOUSE IN A BAKN.

^j^^ ^^^^^^ ^ovQ^, a foot of sawdust

being placed beneath it. The sawdust is kept in at the

sides l and c, by upright boards placed against those

nailed to the floor and a beam above it, or the board

nailed to the beam. When all the ice is in, it is well

covered on the top, a space for a door being left in the

boarding above the ice. Then a second row of boards is

placed outside of the wall already built, and fastened

to it, as may be most convenient, a door space being
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made to matcli the inner one. The space between these

walls may be filled with cut straw, sawdust, clover chaff,

or any other non-conducting material, up to the hight of

the ice within. There is no need of closing the door

Fig. 154.—A VIEW OF AN ICE HOUSE IN A BABN.

space ; it will be better to leave that open for ventilation.

Figure 154 shows the outside of this ice room as it ap-

pears from the barn floor. Such a place as this may be

easily arranged in many bams.

ICE WITHOUT HOUSES.

In England, when they have an unexpectedly good

crop of ice, the blocks are gathered, stacked up in some

favorable place, and covered with a thick layer of straw.

In that cool climate such stores of ice frequently last the

season through ; in this country a similar stack might

often be made to help out the regular supply. Figure 155

shows one of these temporary storehouses, built against

a bank. The ice is shown at A. The outer wall, B, is of

"fern," but straw would answer equally well, held in

place by boards and braces, as shown at B. The stack of
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ice is coTered by a little straw, then eighteen inches of

fern, and the thatched roof, C, is put over the whole.

Fig. 155.—AN lOK STACK AGAINST A BANK.

An ice stack of this kind answers perfectly when placed

on an incline so that the water may naturally drain away.
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CHAPTER XL

ICE HOUSES AND COOL CHAMBERS,

The principal requisites for an ice house with a cool

chamber below it for milk or fruit are : a locality where

the ice can be expeditiously placed in the upper part, and

provision for drainage to carry ofE the waste from the

ice. A hillside is the most convenient position for such

a house. The method of construction is the same as for

any other ice house, excepting in the floor. The walls

Fig. J56.—INTERIOR VIEW OF A COOL CHAHEEB.

are double, and are filled in between with sawdust

or other non-conducting material. The roof should be

wide in the eaves so as to shade the walls as much as pos-

sible, and it will be found convenient to have a porch

around the building, on a level with the floor of the ice

house. The floor of the ice house must be made not only

water tight, but air tight. If a current of air can be

established by any means through the floor of the house,

the ice will melt away in a very short time. A double floor

of matched boards should be laid, tarred at the joints.
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and between the floors. The joists are placed so that

the floor slopes from both sides to the center, to collect

all waste water from, the ice. A channel is made along

the center to carry the water to the side of the building,

where it passes ofE by means of a pipe, with an {fi curve

in it, to prevent access of air. Or the pipe may be

^I^Vx;

Fig. 157 —ICE HOUSE.

brought down through the lower chamber, and made to

discharge into a cistern, where the water is kept al-

ways above the level at which it is discharged from the

pipe. The method of this arrangement of the floor is

shown m figure 156, which represents a section through

the floor and lower chamber. The shelves are seen in

place upon the sides.

Such cool chambers may be used to preserve fruit, veg-
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etables, or other perishable matters. Some ventilation,

and circulation of air in them, is necessary to prevent

mould or mildew, and it would be preferable to build the

lower story of brick or stone rather than of wood. The

upper part of the building could be built of wood as well

as of any other material. A temperature of forty de-

grees has been maintained in such a chamber throughout

Kg. 158.—ICE HOTJSE AND MILK BOOM.

the summer, but this can only be done where the soil is

very dry and gravelly. The elevation of the building is

shown in figure 157.

Another plan of an ice house, including an apartment in

which meat or milk maybe kept cool, is shownm figure 158.
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A drain should be made to carry off all water from the
melted ice. A piece of lead pipe, bent in the shape rep-

resented at a, figure 158, should be made to carry off the
water. Any current of air, which would be fatal to the
preservation of the ice, would thus be prevented from en-
tering at the bottom. The size of the ice room should
not be less than ten feet inside. The walls should be

Fig. 159.—ANOTHEB ICE HOUSE.

double ; they may be of common boards, battened over

the cracks, with a space of ten inches left between them.

This space may be filled with any light, dry, porous ma-
terial. Sawdust, tan bark, swamp moss, chaff, or char-

coal dust would any of them be excellent material for

this purpose. The filling should be carried up to the

eaves. The roof need not be double, but it should be

tight, and ventilators will be required just below the eaves

and out of the roof, to allow a free current of air through

the top of the house. The doorway leading to the milk
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room requires no door, but simply short boards put across

as the ice is built up. The ice should be cut in blocks

nearly of a size, and packed away as closely as possible,

all crevices being filled with small pieces. Choose cold

weather for this business, and open the house so that it

may be thoroughly reduced in temperature. The milk

or meat room is seen in the lower portion of the plan,

with ranges of shelves on each side, and windows also, for

ventilation. They may be closed with wire-gauze double

screens and shutters, to exclude the heat in summer.
Figure 159 shows the whole building ; it is all the bet-

ter if shaded by a few large trees. A coat of whitewash

over the whole, including roof, would keep the interior

cooler, as the heat would be reflected and not absorbed.

A CHAMBER REFEIOERATOR.

The engraving, figure 160, represents a section of a

Fig. 160.—icB HOUSE And refbiqeratob.

building, with a room partitioned ofE in such a manner
that it has ice on three sides and the top, and its floor is
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below the surface a few feet, in order to take advantage

of the coolness of the earth. The double wall of the

ice house extends in front of the open room, and the door

is protected by a porch. A shallow cellar under the floor

of the ice house admits ventilation by the passage of cool

air under the ice, and thence off through a flue. The
floor and ceiling of the room slope, to secure the neces-

sary drainage.
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OHAPTEK XII.

DAIEY HOUSES.

Perfect control of the temperature of the dairy is a

great step gained towards making the best butter. It is

only by means of ice, or very cold spring water, that we

can keep the most desirable temperature in very warm
weather. During much of the year there is little diffi-

culty in maintaining sufdcient coolness. In winter the

Fig. 161.—AN ICE HOUSE AITD A DAIBY COMBINED.

problem is how to keep a dairy warm enough, and not get

it too hot. A combination of the dairy and ice house
may be made, and is entirely practical.

ICE HOUSE AND SUMMER DAIRY COMBINED.

The plan proposes an ice house above ground, and a

dairy half below. The ice room half covers the dairy,

the rest of the dairy being below the cool room, which
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forms the entrance to the ice house. The exterior

walls of the ice house are of wood ; those of the dairy are

of stone. The floor of each room is laid in cement, with

a slope sufficient to carry of the water. The drainage of

the ice house is collected and made to pass by a pipe, into^

Fig. 163.—GKOTWD PLAN.

a vessel in the dairy, where the end of the pipe is always

covered with water. The water is allowed to flow through

shallow troughs in which milk pans may be set. The

amount of water would not be large, but it will be cold,

and ought not to be wasted. Its use will not interfere

Fig. 163.—PLAN OF UPPER PART OP ICE HOOSE.

with the employment of water from springs or wells for

the same purpose.

The building represented in the perspective elevation,

figure 161, is twenty-eight feet long by fourteen feet wide.

The ice room seen in figures 163 and 163, is ten by twelve

feet on the ground, and about twelve by sixteen feet, in-
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eluding the space above the dairy. The sides of the

building are nine feet above the ground, and the hight

of the dairy seven feet in the clear. The oatside

walls of the ice house are made of two-inch plank,

ten inches wide, set upright, with inch-and-a-half planks

nailed on the inside. They are weather-boarded on the

outside, and filled with spent tan bark, or other dry, non-

conducting substance. The partition wall between the

dairy and the ice house, and between the cool roo«n and

'
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Fig. 164.—SECTION OF ICE HOUSE AND DAIBT.

the ice house, is half the thickness, and not filled, thus

forming closed air spaces between the studs. These

spaces communicate with the dairy, by little doors near

the floor, and so currents of cold air may be established

and perfectly regulated, entering the dairy on the side

towards the ice house. These, with a ventilator at the

top of the room, for carrying ofE the warmest air, easily

regulate the temperature.

A BUTTER DAIRY.

Figures 165, 166, 167, and 168 illustrate a dairy

managed upon the shallow-pan system, the pans used

being the common tin ones, holding about ten quarts.
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The building should be of stone, or if of- wood, built

with at least six-inch studs, and closely boarded with joints

broken upon the studs and battened, the inside being well

lathed and plastered. For thirty cows the size required

would be thirty-six by sixteen feet, and ten feet high

;

twenty-six feet of it sunk four feet below the ground.

The milk room and ice house are placed in this sunken

part, the other portion being used for the churning room.

Steps lead from the churning room down into the milk

Fig. 166.—INTEKIOK OF THE churiung roou.

room. The ceiling is plastered, and an attic is left above

to keep the rooms cool ; a yentilator also opens from the

milk room and passes through the roof. Figure 165 shows

the general elevation of the dairy, which is one belonging

to a successful dairy farmer in the State of New York.

The churning is done by horse power, and the position

of the power outside of the building is seen in the engrav-

ing. Figure 166 shows the interior of the churning room,
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in which double churns of the ordinary barrel shape are

used. This room contains a pump, sink, and wash bench.

Figure 167 shows the milk room, four feet below the

level of the churning room. There are three ranges of

shelves around the room, with a table in the center. In

the winter this room is kept at a regular temperature of

sixty degrees by means of a stove, and in summer is cooled

to the same temperature by an inflow of cold air from

Fig. 167.—^INTERIOR or the milk boom.

the ice house which adjoins it. This is admitted through

two openings in the wall at the right and just above the

lower shelf. Figure 168 shows the arrangement of these

cold air pipes in the ice house. A tube passes downwards

through the center of the ice, and at the bottom of the

ice branches into two arms, which are made to turn at

right angles, and after passing through the ice appear m
the wall of the milk room. Whenever desirable, a current

of cold air, moved by its own gravity, passes through these

pipes into the milk room, filling it, and displacing the
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warmer air, which is forced out through the ventilators in

the ceiling. In this manner the necessary regular tem-

perature is kept in the milk room without regard to the

degree of cold or heat which may exist outside. The size

yV^
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Fig. 168.—ICE HOUSE AND PIPES.

of the milk room is sixteen feet square : it has but one

window, and that upon the north side.

A PENNSTLTANIA DAIRY.

A building, owned by Mr. E. Eeeder, Bucks Co., Pa.,

is shown in figure 169. It is thirty-four feet long, and

fifteen feet wide, and stands at a distance from any other

building or any contaminating influence. It is divided in-

to five apartments, viz., the ice house, seen at a, figure

170, the milk room, i, the vestibule, c, with stairs leading

to the winter milk room below, and an attic above, for the

storage of sawdust for the ice. The ice house is twelve feet

square, and fourteen feet deep, holding thirty-six loads of

ice, or over two thousand cubic feet. It is six feet be-
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low ground, and eight feet above. The walls are of

stone, eighteen inches thick. The frame building above

the wall is eight feet high. The lining boards of the ice

house extend down the face of the wall to the bottom,

making an air space of eighteen inches, which is filled

with sawdust. The ice house is filled through three

doors, one above the other, at the rear end. There is

Fig. 169.—A PENNSYLVANIA DAIRY HOUSE.

perfect drainage at the bottom of the house, with ample

ventilation above, and no currents of air reach the ice.

The milk room, b, is twelve feet square, and is one foot

lower than the ice room. It is divided into two stories of

seven and one-half feet each, for winter and summer use.

A ventilator enters the ceiling of the lower room, and

leads to the cupola at the top, furnishing complete ven-

tilation for both rooms. The vestibule, c, is four feet

wide, and eight feet long. Here the milk is strained and
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skimmed, the butter worked, and the pans are stored.

The floor is of flagging laid in cement, as is that of the

winter or lower dairy. The pool, d, which contains ice

water, is thirty-six inches long, sixteen inches wide, and

twenty inches deep; in this the deep pans and cream

kettles are immersed. The waste from the ice box, e,

can be turned into this pool. If the deep can system of

setting milk should be practised, this pool can be length-

ened to twelve feet. A drain, /, carries off all the waste

water from the room. At g, figures 170 and 171, is a cool-

ing cupboard, located in the wall between the ice house

and the milk room, six feet high, four feet wide, and
eighteen inches deep. This is lined with galvanized

Ob
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Fig. 170.—PLAN OF THE DAIRT HOUSE.

sheet iron, has a stone slab at the bottom, and two slate

shelves fifteen inches wide, on which the cakes of butter

are hardened before they are packed for market. A cur-

rent of cold air can circulate around the shelves, as they

are three inches narrower than the depth of the cup-

board. There are latticed blinds in the doors of the cup-

board, seen at i, i, figures 171 and 172, where the doors

are shown as opened and closed. A current of cold air

can pass through the lower lattices, and this causes an

equal current of warmer air to pass through the upper

ones. This warmer air, cooled by contact with the ice

box, e, passes down and out into the milk room, where a

temperature of sixty degrees is easily maintained. By
closing or opening these lattices, the change of tempera-
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ture is regulated as may be desirable. At 1i, Ti, figure 170,

are ventilating pipes, which are provided with registers,

seen at r, r, figures 171 and 172. These communicate
with the air chamber beneath the ice box, and also with air

flues at each end of it. Thus two additional currents of

cold air can be created when they may be needed. The
windows of the lower milk room are close to the ceiling,

and above the surface of the ground outside. They are

three feet eight inches high, and are made with outer

3
r
©

Fig. 171.—DOORS OPEN. Fig. 172.—^DOOBS CLOSED.

wire-cloth screens, glazed sashes, and inner shutters or

blinds. The milk room can thus be aired and dark-

ened at the same time, if it is desired. In operating

this dairy, it has been found necessary to use ten to fifteen

bushels of ice weekly, in the hottest weather in sum-

mer, the ice box then requiring filling two or three times

each week. The air within the milk room has always

been dry, so that the floor will not remain damp longer

than a few hours after it is washed.
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CHAPTER XIII.

SPRING HOUSES.

The main points to look at in constructing a spring

house are, coolness of water, purity of air, the preservation

of an even temperature during all seasons, and perfect

drainage. The first is secured by locating the house near

Fig. 173.—niTBBiOB of spbhtg house, with blbvated trottgh.

the spring, or by conducting the water through pipes,

placed at least four feet under ground. The spring should

be dug out and cleaned, and the sides evenly built up with

rough stone work. The top should be arched over, or

shaded from the sun. A spout from the spring carries the

water into the house. If the spring is sufficiently high.
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it would be most convenient to have the water trough in

the house elevated upon a bench, as shown in figure 173.

There is then no necessity for stooping, to place the pans

in the water, or to take them out. Where the spring is

too low for this, the trough may be made on a level with

the floor, as in figure 174. The purity of the air is to be

secured by removing all stagnant water or filth from

Fig. 174.—INTEltlOB OF SPRING HOITSB, WITH LOW THOUGH.

around the spring. All decaying roots and muck that may

have collected, should be removed, and the ground around

the house either paved roughly with stone or sodded.

The openings which admit and discharge the water,

should be large enough to allow a free current of air to

pass in or out. These openings are to be covered with

wire-gauze, to prevent insects or vermin from entering

the house. The house should be smoothly plastered, and

frequently whitewashed with lime, and a large ventilator
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should be made in the ceiling. There should be no wood
used in the walls or floors, or water channels. An even

temperature can best be secured by building of stone or

brick, with walls twelve inches thick, double windows,

and a ceiled roof. In such a house there will be no dan-

ger of freezing in the winter time. The drainage will be

secured by choosing the site, so that there is ample fall

for the waste water. The character of the whole build-

ing is shown in figure 175. The size will depend alto-

gether upon the number of cows in the dairy. For a

dairy of twenty cows there should be at least one hun-

dred square feet of water surface in the troughs. The

troughs should be made about eighteen inches in width,

which admits a pan that would hold eight to ten quarts

at three inches m depth. A house, twenty-four feet

long by twelve wide, would give sixty feet of trough,

eighteen inches wide, or ninety square feet. The furni-

ture of the house should consist of a stone or cement

bench, and an oak table in the center, upon which the

cream jars and butter bowls may be kept.

A DOME-SHAPED, COlSrCEETE SPEISTG HOUSE.

Figure 176 presents a plan for a spring milk house. The

inside diameter is tenfeet ; hight, eight feet. The walls are

eighteen mches thick at the base, one foot at the top, and

are made of concrete ; that is, cement-mortar, one-third

cemen, two-thirds sand, in which as many stone chips from

a quarry are placed as can be completely embedded in the

mortar. This should be handled when freshly mixed, and

as liquid as possible, and yet set solid. A complete dome is

built of hemlock boards and the concrete laid upon that,

the outside being rough, so that vines will cling to and

cover it. The door is very strong and tight, horizontally

and diagonally boarded, of matched pine, fastened

throughout with clinch nails. Ventilating doors, opening
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outwards, are shown in the front, and this opening is

protected on the inside with wire-cloth. The huilding is

lighted by a circular plate of rough glass, such as is used

Fig. 176.—FRONT VIEW OF SPRING HOUSE.

in floors under sky-lights, fully half an inch thick, and
two feet in diameter.

Figure 171 is the ground plan. In this, B is the door.

Fig. 177.—THE GROUND PLAN OF SPRING HdUSE.

entering at which one comes upon the cement floor, Fj
this is half surrounded by the pool against the wall

opposite the door. The pool is designated by W in the
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plan, figure 177. The spring rises through, its pebbly bed

at Sj there is a partition at A, over which the water

flows, and this consequently separates the pool into fresh

water, and that less directly from the fountain head, with

probably a difference of one degree in the temperature.

The pool has a raised rim six inches wide, and three or

four inches high, to prevent water splashing out upon the

floor, at about the level of which the water is intended to

stand. The milk is placed in "coolers" in the coldest

part of the pool. Jars and stone pots of butter may be

set in the pool nearer the outlet.

Figure 178 is a section on the line ^,5,which is through

the doorway. This shows the depth of the pool, the

Fig. 178.—SEOTioNAii VIEW or sPRma house.

foundations (also laid in cement, so as to exclude surface

water entirely), the window in the top, the form of the

entrance, etc. The outflow of water takes place at

the part of the pool farthest from the spring. A chan-

nel surrounds the floor, for conducting away any water

that may be spilled upon it. The ventilation through the

door, being, as it is, very near to the highest part of the

dome, which is seven feet high inside, is abundant. The

light may be too great on sunny days, in which case a

screen on the outside will keep out both light and heat.
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Light is, however, no disadvantage in a dairy, if unac-

companied by heat and flies. As to warmth, in case it

should seem best to use such a spring house in winter to

work the butter in, it would be necessary to heat it. This

is easily done by using a charcoal stove, from which

no odors come. The pipe should lead directly up and out

through a two and one-half inch hole. Sufficient warmth

to make the room comfortable does not perceptibly af-

fect the temperature of the pool, unless very long con-

tinued. Should the size of the spring house here given

be too large and expensive, it may be reduced to eight feet

inside diameter and six feet high, or six in diameter, and

of proportionate hight, the pool being in this case a good

deal contracted in size, and the floor lowered to secure

head room.
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CHAPTER XIV.

GRANAEIES, ETC.

As a rule it will be found most profitable to thrasb

grain as soon as it has been harvested. There is a saving

of time and labor in drawing the sheaves from the field

directly to the thrashing machine, and mowing away the

straw in the barn at once. The thrashing may be done

in the field, and the straw stacked there, especially now
that steam-thrashers are coming into more frequent use.

When this plan becomes general, the granary will become

as conspicuous a farm building as the barn. For storing

the crops, it will be substituted to a great extent for the

barn, and instead of the barn being a store house, it will

only be a place for lodging and feeding the stock.

A GRANAKT WITH ITS GEAIK BINS.

"When grain is thrashed directly from the field, and is

stored in bulk, it goes through a process of sweating, and

if not turned or ventilated is liable to heat and spoil. It

is a work of considerable labor to turn the grain, or move

it from one bin to another. A granary, with ventilating

bins, as here illustrated and described, saves this labor.

The granary is shown in figure 179. That it may not be

accessible to rats and mice, it is made two stories in hight,

the lower one being used as an open shed for storing

wagons and implements, or as a workshop. Access to the

granary is gained by an open stairway, which, if thought

proper, may be hinged at the top, and slung up when not

in use. The engraving represents a building twenty-four

feet long, twenty feet wide, and twenty-one feet high.

The shed is nine feet high, the granary eight feet, and
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the loft for the storage of corn is four feet to the eaves,

and if the roof is one-third pitch, it is eleven feet high at

the center. The frame is of heavy timber, to support the

weight. The posts may be mortised into

sills, bedded in concrete or lime- mortar, to

preserve them below the level of the ground,

or the sills may be on stone underpinning.

The posts should be twelve inches square,

the studs four by twelve, and the frame well

braced with girts. The floors should be of

one and one-quarter inch plank, and be

supported by beams of ten by three timber,

placed sixteen inches apart. There is a

wheel-hoist in the loft, by which bags of

grain are elevated from the wagons with a

rope, at the end of which is a loop or sling, made by a

piece of wood, with a hole at each end, through which

the rope passes, as seen in figure 180. The bins are made

with a substantial frame of two by four timber, mortised

Fig. 180.

SLING.

Fig. 181.—BXTERIOE OF A GEAIN BHT,

together, and boarded with matched inch boards inside

of the frame. The bottom is made sloping, and is raised

above the floor, so that the latter can be washed or swept
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when needed. The form of the bins is shown in figure

181. There is a slide at the bottom, by raising which the

grain may be let out on the floor, and shovelled into bags,

or through the spout seen at a, in figure 182, into bags

on a wagon in the shed below. A spout in the front

also enables a portion of the grain to be run into bags

without shovelling, and if thought advisable, a spout may
be carried through the floor from each of the slide doors.

rig. 183.—SEOTION OF A GBAIN BIN.

with very little expense. The spouts are provided with

hooks at the bottom, upon which cloth guides, seen at

a, a, figure 184, are hung, to direct the grain into the bags.

A space is left sufficient to allow a boy to go behind the

bins and sweep the floor and walls, and there is a space

of at least four feet in the middle of the granary between

the rows of bins. The bins may be made of any desired

size, and separate from each other, or in one continuous
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bin, divided by moTable partitions. Every care should
be taken to have no cracks or crevices in the bins, floors,

or building, in which weevils can hide, and the windows

Fig. 183.—VENTIIiATOB.

should be covered with fine wire-gauze. The ventilators

in the roof should also be covered to prevent the entrance
of the grain moth.

To provide against injury from heating, the ventilators

shown at figure 183, and at I, h, figures 181 and 183, are

constructed. These are strips of half-inch wood, nailed

Fig. 184.—SECTION THROUGH THE GBANABT.

together, so as to form angular troughs about six inches

wide. The sides are bored full of small holes, that will

not permit the grain to pass through them, and the ends

are covered with fine wire-gauze. They are fitted into

the bins, running from front. to back, with the open side
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downwards. When the grain is poured into the bins,

vacant spaces are left beneath these ventilators, and if it

heats, the moist warm air escapes through them. Small

pieces of wire-gauze are also fastened over holes, ia the

bottom of the bins, as shown at c, c, figure 182, through

which cool air enters the bin, as the heated air escapes

above. In this way the grain is cooled and aerated. Even
buckwheat, which, when newly thrashed, heats so readily

as to be troublesome in damp, warm weather, may be kept

in perfect order, in such a bin as this, without trouble.

A section through the center of the building, given in

figure 184, shows the position of the bins and the passages.

A granary twenty-four feet long, with bins six feet wide

and five feet deep, will hold about one thousand two hun-

dred bushels of grain on the first floor, but a large

amount in addition can be stored upon the second floor

in heaps or bins. If more room is needed for the grain,

a great many filled bags can be piled upon the bins, so

that in case of necessity, two thousand five hundred bush-

els can be stored in a granary of this size.

ANOTHEB GBANAEX WITH PLAK OF GEAIN BIN^S.

Without properbins for grain, much that is hard earned

in the field is easily wasted

in the bam. The floor of a

granary should be of double

hemlock boards one inch

in thickness, dressed and
tongued, and grooved.

Sometimes it may be desir-

able to lay a floor of plank,

and cover this with a

layer of hydraulic lime

cement three-quarters of

an inch in thickness. Either of these floors will be rat-

proof. There should be a window in every granary, with

ex4^
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fine wire-gauze shades, to exclude weevils and grain

moths. Figure 185 is a plan of a granary ; figure 186
shows the mode of constructing the bins. The posts, B,

B, have grooves, into which the boards are slipped as the

Fig. 186.—ABEANGEMBNT OP BINS IN GRAUABT.

bins are filled ; they can be removed when not needed.

The boards should be numbered, that they may always be

properly placed. Portable steps, E, are very convenient

when the bins are deep.

PLAN OF CORN CRIB AND GRANARY.

The following, figure 187, is a plan of a combined com

B B B

DBIVINC FLOCK

ic

CORN CRIB

Fig. 187.—PLAN OP OEIB AND OBANABT.

crib and granary, which is thirty-two feet long, twenty

feet wide, and ten feet high from the stone foundation, to
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the eaves of the roof. It has a drive way through the
middle, ten feet wide, and double doors at each end, by
which ample ventilation may be secured in fine weather.
The bins, B, B, six feet square, and five in number, are
upon one side ; the corn crib is on the other. A stair-
way, three feet wide, leads to the floor above, where
damp grain may be spread beneath the roof to dry. The

Fig. 188.—yiEw or cobn chib ira) granabt.

corn crib is so arranged that the com may be shovelled
out at the bottom, by nailing cross-boards to the scant-
ling,

_

projecting twelve inches; a board ten inches wide
IS nailed to these to make a long spout or trough. An
exterior view of the building is given in figure 188.

A MEASUEING GRAIN BIK.

A grain bin, with an attachment for measuring is
given, figure 189. There can be no waste, as the bag or
sack may be hooked upon the lower end of the spout, and
when filled can be easily removed. The spout requires
thebmto be sufficiently elevated for the bag, when at-
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tached to the spout, to just clear the floor or a box placed
for it to rest upon. In drawing from the bin, the slide

marked A, is closed, and the slide B, is opened long
enough for space C, to fill, when B is closed, and A
opened, and the grain passes into the bag. The size of

the measuring chamber in the spout

is ten by ten inches square, and
twenty-one and one-half inches

high. This holds just one Win-
chester bushel ; but if a half bushel

chamber is preferred, then the

proper size would be ten by ten

inches square, and ten and three-

quarter inches high. Of course,

these measurements are for the in-

side of the chamber. By inserting

a pane of glass in the face of the

bin, or in the spout at D, one

could always tell the quantity of

grain in the bin. In constructing

a bin like this, the bottom should

have a rise of five inches to the foot. For example, a

bin six feet from front to back, for wheat or corn, should

have a rise of thirty inches in the bottom to secure a

flow ; oats require more.

FLOOR.

Fig. 189.—A MBASURIKG
GKAIN BIN.

SLIDING SPOUT FOR A BARK OR GRANARY.

A spout through which bags of grain or feed may be

sent from one floor to another, in barns or granaries,

is represented in figure 190. This sliding spout will

be found very useful for other purposes than the one

mentioned, and may be readily made to serve as a venti-

lating trunk as well. It consists of a wooden spout

about two feet square, made as shown in the engraving,

and passing at each turn from one floor to another. A
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bag of grain or feed dropped in at the top, will slide

from floor to floor until it

reaches the table at the bot-

tom. The openings, a, a, are

closed by doors which may be

shut down across the spout,

when it is required to deliver

the bags upon any intermediate

floor. This spout is necessarily

used in connection with a hoist-

ing apparatus or an elevator,

by which the grain or feed is

raised to an upper floor. In

high barns provided with a

hoist and a sliding spout of

this kind, it will generally be

found convenient to store the

grain upon the top floor where it ^'S- 190.—sliding spodt.

will be well ventilated, and may be made free from vermin.

CONVENIENT GRAIN BIN.

The strain of body, and rush of blood to the head,

that are very often experienced, in get-

ting grain, or meal from a deep bin

when the supply runs low, are avoid-

ed by the bin shown in figure 191.

which the two top

boards in front

are hinged, be-

ing fastened up
by hooks at the

ends, and let

down as desired.

Front edge of

the bin is about

four feet high.fig. 191.—GBAIN BIN.
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OH APTEE XV.

SMOKE HOUSES.

A good smoke house should be found upon every farm,
large or small, and there are many other families besides

those of farmers which -would be vastly benefited by
one; The object is to be able to expose meats to the

action of creosote and the empyreumatic vapors resulting

from the imperfect combustion of wood, etc. The pecu-

liar taste of smoked meat is given by the creosote, which
is also the preservative principle, but sundry flavors,

agreeable to those who like them, are also imparted by
other substances in the smoke. All that is necessary for

a smoke house, is a room, from the size of a barrel to

that of a barn, which can be filled with smoke and shut

up tight, with conveniences for suspending the articles

to be cured. In common smoke houses the fire is

made on a stone slab in the middle of the floor. In

others, a pit is dug, say a foot deep, in the ground, and
here the fire is placed ; sometimes a stone slab covers the

fire at the hight of a common table.

A CONVENIENT SMOKE HOUSE.

The accompanying plan, figure 193, is of a good smoke
house ; it diffuses the rising smoke, and prevents the

direct heat of the fire affecting the meats hanging immedi-

ately above. A section of the smoke house is shown, and

though somewhat expensive, is warmly praised. It is

eight feet square, and built of brick. If of wood it

should be plastered on the inside. It has a chimney, O,

with an eight-inch flue and a fire place, B, which is out-

side below the level of the floor. From this a flue, F, is

carried under the chimney into the middle of the floor
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where it opens under a stone table, E. In kindling the

fire a valve is drawn directing the draft up the chimney.

The green chips or cobs are thrown on, and the valve is

then placed so as to turn the smoke into the house.

Both in the upper and lower parts of the chimney there

are also openings, G, G,

closed by valves reg-

ulated from the outside.

The door has to be made
to shut very closely, and

all parts of the building

must be as tight as pos-

sible. The advantage

of such a house as this

is, that the smoke is

cooled considerably be-

fore it is admitted. No
ashes rise with the

smoke. Meats may be kept in it the year round, without

being very much smoked, inasmuch as the smoking need

be only occasionally renewed, so as to keep the flies away.

The table placed in the center will be found a great

convenience in any smoke house.

Fig-i KIOK OF SMOKE HOUSE.

IMPROVED SMOKE HOUSES.

Figure 193 is an engraving of a brick smoke house,

built over an ash pit or cellar, six feet deep, the entrance

to which cellar is through the door shown at the side. The

roof is arched, and there is no wood about the structure,

except the doors. The floor of the house is made of narrow

iron bars, three inches wide, and a quarter of an inch

thick, set on edge about two inches apart, so as to form a

grating. The ends of these bars are seen set in the bricks

at the lower part of the house. They are made for laying

side pieces of bacon upon them during the smoking. The
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Fig. 193.—AN IMPROVED SMOKE HOUSE.

Fig. 194.—^INTEBIOB OF SMOKE HOUSE.
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hams are hung upon round iron bars, stretched across the

upper part of the house ; the ends of these bars are bent

down, thus forming stays or braces to the building, as

seen in the engraving. A few spaces are left in the front

of the house, over the door, for ventilation. The
interior of the house is shown in figure 194.

The hams are hung upon wire hooks, figure 195,

which slide upon the rods. This house required

in building two thousand bricks, and two masons'

labor for one and a half days. Figure 196 repre-

sents a section of a smoke house of wood, which

is very cleanly in use, there being no fire, and consequently

no ashes, upon the floor. The floor is made of cement, or

of hard brick laid in cement or mortar. Either of these

floors will exclude rats, and may be washed when neces-

sary. The fire ovens, made of brick, are built on each

side of the house, or two of them may be erected at the

Fig. 195.

Fig. 198.—W00D3SN SMOKE HOUSE WITH OVENS.

rear end. They are constructed upon the outside, but
spaces are left between the bricks on the inside, through
which the smoke escapes. The outer part of the oven is

open at the front, but may be closed by an iron door, or
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a piece of flat stone or slab of cement. "When the fire is

kindled in the ovens, the doors are closed and fastened,

and the smoke has no means of escape except through
the inside spaces. From being so confined, the fire can
not burn up briskly, but slowly smoulders, making a
cool and pungent smoke. In any smoke house, the less

brisk the fire is kept, the more eflective is the smoke, as

the slow combustion of the wood permits the escape of

most of the wood acids, which give their flavor and their

antiseptic properties to the meat. When the fire is brisk,

these are consumed and destroyed, and the meat is in-

jured by the excess of heat. These outside ovens may be
fitted to any kind of a smoke house, by simply cutting

the necessary openings at the bottom of the walls, and
protecting the wood-work by strips of sheet iron around
the bricks.

CHEAP SMOKE HOUSES.

Figure 197 presents a sectional view of a brick smoke
house, which may be made of any size. One, seven by

Fig. 197.—SBOTIONiL VIEW. Fig. 198.—^ELEVATION.

nine feet, will be large enough for private use, but the

plan admits of application for the largest sized building.

At the bottom of the structure is a brick arch, with bricks

left out here and there to aflord passage for the smoke.
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Above the arch are two series of iron rods, supplied with
hooks with grooved wheels, by which the ring, with its
burden, may be pushed back, or drawn forward, as de-
sired. The wheel-hook is shown in figure 197, and can

i ,— :..._ r)

Fig. 199.-THE ABOH. Fig. SOO.-IBAME FOB ABCH.

be procured at any hardware store. In figure 198 the
house is seen in perspective, with the open archway for
the fire, and the door provided with steps. Above the

Fig. 201.—A PENNSTLVANIA SMOKE HOtTSB.

lower bar and below the upper one, is a series of venti-
lating holes through which the smoke may escape. These
are made by leaving out bricks, and they can be closed by
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inserting bricks closely in the vacancies. In figure 199 is

the arch which confines the fire and ashes, and prevents

any meat that may fall from being soiled or burned. A
few open spaces will be sufficient to permit the smoke to

pass through. This arch is constructed over a wooden

frame, figure 200, made of a few pieces of boards, cut into

an oval arch-shape, to which strips of wood are nailed.

When the brick-work is dry the center is knocked down
and removed. Tor safety and economy a loose door may

be made to shut up the arch when the fire is kindled.

Figure 301 shows a smoke house common in Maryland

and Pennsylvania. It is built upon a brick wall, and

over a brick arch, through which a number of holes or

spaces are left in the brick-work, for the smoke to pass

through. Beneath the arch is the ash pit, and a door

opens into this, as shown in the engraving. The door to

the meat room can not be reached without a ladder.

SMOKING MEATS IN A SMALL WAT.

Fig. 203.—SUBSTITUTE FOR A SMOKE HOUSE.

It sometimes happens that one needs to smoke some

hams or other meat, and no smoke house is at hand.

9
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In such a case a large cask or barrel, as shown in figure

202, may prove a very good substitute. To make this ef-

fective, a small pit should be dug, and a flat stone or a

brick placed across it, upon which the edge of the cask

will rest. Half of the pit is beneath the barrel, and half

of it outside. The head and bottom may be removed, or

a hole can be cut in the bottom a little larger than the

portion of the pit beneath the cask. The head is re-

moved while the hams are hung upon cross sticks. These

rest upon two cross-bars, made to pass through holes

bored in the sides of the

cask, near the top. The
head is then laid upon
the cask, and covered

with sacks to confine the

smoke. Some coals are

put into the pit outside

of the cask, and the fire

is fed with damp corn

cobs, hardwood chips, or

fine brush. The pit is

covered with a flat stone,

by which the fire may
bo regulated, and it is

removed when necessary

to add more fuel.

A SMOKE HOUSE COIiT-

VESriENCE.

Fiff. 303.- -A SMOKE HOUSE CON-
VF.TJTBNCB.

A method of hanging

the meat in a smoke house

without the necessity for reaching up, or using a ladder,

is shown in figure 203. The smoke house may be of any

shape, but it should be provided with cleats fixed to the

sides, upon which the hanging-bars rest. A pulley is
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fitted inside to the top of the building, and a hoisting

rope is passed over it. The hanging-bar is fastened to

the rope by two spreading ties, so that it will not easily

tip when it is loaded. The hams or bacon are hung upon
hooks fixed in the bar, and the whole is hoisted to the
cleats, when the bar is swung around so that the ends
rest upon the cleats. The rope is then released from the
bar by means of a small rod, and another bar may be
loaded and raised in the same way.

AN OVEN AND SMOKE HOUSE COMBINED.

The bricks chosen for an oven should be hard, well

burned and molded, and with straight edges. This is

especially necessary for the hearth. It is best to have the

oven detached from the house, and yet so near to the

kitchen door that it may be easJy reached. The founda-

tion of the oven is made by building two nine-inch walls

of the proper length, or about six feet, and six feet apart,

to a hight of two feet above the ground. Upon the

walls are laid cross pieces of four-inch oak plank, or flat

timbers, made somewhat like railroad ties. These lie on
the wall for the length of half a brick, so that a course

of half bricks or whole bricks placed lengthwise may be

built to enclose them. At the front, an iron bar may be

built iijto the wall, and the front course of bricks laid

upon it. The spaces between the timbers are filled with

mortar, and a layer of mortar at least an inch thick is

placed upon them. Dry sand is thrown upon the mortar,

and the whole bed is beaten with a mallet until it is made
hard and compact. Dry sifted coal, or wood ashes, or

sand, is then laid upon this bed to a depth of six inches,

and smoothed down. Upon this non-conducting floor

the oven hearth is placed. Tlie best, smoothest, and hard-

est bricks are chosen for this. The bricks are laid very

evenly and closely together, with mortar, in which a good
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propori 'on of wood ashes is mingled. When the floor is

secured, the walls are built in the same manner with bricks

placed endwise from the inside to the outside. When
the walls are about a foot high, the frames for the center

are fixed in their proper places. These are cut out of

common inch boards of the shape to fit the arched roof.

Fig. 204.—FRONT VIEW OP COMBINED OVEN AND SMOKW HOUSE.

The rise of the arch is about eight inches, giving a total

hight in the middle of the oven of twenty inches, and
twelve inches at the sides. The boards should be cut in

two through the middle, and lightly tacked together, so

that they can be readily knocked apart and removed from
the door when the arch is dry. The wall around the oven

and the arched roof should be well bound togethei;, and

brick work placed around the outside of the top of the

arch, so as to make the connection between the walls and
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arch firm and solid. The inside of the oven will then
consist of a solid nine-inch wall of brick laid with the
ends toward the middle of the oven, or nearly so. This
will serve to retain the heat a long time, and will make a
very serviceable oven. The outside wall should be carried
a few inches above the line of the top of the oven, and
fine dry sand thrown in the space to level it ofE. A plank

Fig. 205.—RBAK VIEW OF COMBINED OVEN AND SMOKE HOUSE.

floor may then be placed across the top, which can serve

for the floor of part of the smoke house above. Figure 204

shows the front of the oven when complete. The rear of

the combined oven and smoke house is shown in figure 205.

Figure 206 represents another plan for a bake oven and

smoke house combined in one building. The oven occu-

pies the front and that part of the interior which is

represented by the dotted lines. The smoke house
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occupies the rear and extends over the oven. The ad-

vantages of this kind of building are the perfect dryness

secured, which is of great importance in preserving the

!T?7"?>3.

Fig. 206.—COMBINED SMOEE HOUSE AMD OVEH.

meat, and the economy in building the two together, as

the smoke that escapes from the oven may be turned into

the smoke house.
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CHAPTER XVI.

DOG KENNELS.

The dog is frequently left to find shelter as best he can

on the lee side of the house or barn, or under the barn.

He may have sufficient sagacity to know when he is well

or ill treated, and he may yery reasonably lose his self-

respect, and take to evil courses, such as prowling abroad,

marauding and sheep killing, when not taught better, and

Fig. 207.—A DOS KENNEL.

provided with decent quarters at home. The conduct

and attitude of a roughly used, balf ' starved cur, is en-

tirely different from that of a well fed, and decently kept

dog, and every one who keeps a dog, should certainly take

pains to treat him well, and thoroughly train him. A
shelter of some kind should be provided, which the ani-

mal will recognize as his home, and the more comfort-

able this is made, the more contented he will be, not

to speak of the freedom from disease and vermin to be

enjoyed. The disrepute into which these animals have
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Mien, in the estimation of sheep and poultry keepers, and

gardeners, is greatly owing to the liberty given them by

owners, to prowl about and commit depredations.

FARM DOG KEKNELS.

The kennel shown in figure 207, is seven feet long, by

rig. 308.—A NEAT DOS KENNEL.

three feet six inches wide, and has two doors, one opening
inward, and one outward. The latter door is provided

Fig. 309.—A CHEAP KENNEL.

with a bell, by which the owner can tell when the dog
goes out at night. In summer one door may be used for

ventilation, but in the winter both should be let down.
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The manner of making a very neat kennel is shown in

figure 208. The bottom is two feet six inches by four

feet, and from this to the top of the roof it is three feet

nine inches. The door has an arched top and should be

of any size from eight by twelve inches, up to twelve by
twenty-two inches, to suit the size of the occupant. It

is painted light brown, with the corners, base, and win-

Fig. 210.—KENNEL WITH TABD FOR DOGS.

dow planks painted darker. Brackets may be placed be-

neath the cornice molding. A cheap and equally service-

able kennel is shown in figure 209. It has a floor the

same size as the preceding, is three feet four inches high

in front, and the roof has a fall of eight inches. A
yet cheaper one is made by taking a square box, three by

four feet, and cutting a door in one end. During winter.
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if the kennel be in an exposed situation, tack a piece of

heavy carpeting over the door on the inside, so that it

will cover the entire doorway. Where several dogs are

kept, a roomy kennel and yard should be provided, ui

which to confine them. A dog yard with kennel is shown
in figure 210. It is roomy, so as to admit of exercise,

well shaded, and furnished with water, and a sleeping

house. A water tank is indispensable, and generally

there should be a place Iot bathing.
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CHAPTEE XVII.

BIRD HOUSES.

It is a mistake to have bird houses too showy and too
much exposed. Most birds naturally choose a. retired
place for their nests, and slip into them quietly, that no
enemy may discover where they live. All that is required
in a bird house is, a hiding place, with an opening just

Fig. 311.—HAT HOUSE. Fig. 212.—KEG HOUSE. Fig. 213.—LARGE HOUSE.

large enough for the bird, and a water-tight roof. There

are so very many ways in which these may be provided,

any boy can contrive to make all the bird houses that

may be needed. An old hat, with a hole for a door,

tacked by the rim against a shed, as in figure 211, will be

occupied by birds sooner than a showy bird house.

Figure 212 shows how six kegs may be placed together to

rest upon a pole ; the kegs are fastened to the boards by

screws inserted from beneath. Figure 213 shows how a
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two-story house may be made separate from two shallow

boxes, each divided into four tenements. Each box has

a bottom board, projecting two inches all around, to

answer as a landing place. The roof should be tight, and

the whole so strongly nailed that it will not warp. It

should be well painted.

The foundation of the house, shown in figure 214, is

any convenient sized box, such as may be had at the

stores. A piece is nailed to each end, cut to the slope

Fig. 214.—^FBA.MErW0RK OP BIRD HOTTSE.

it is desired to have the roof. As the roof is to be

thatched, it had better be pretty steep ; it will not only

shed the rain the more readily, but the house will look

better. The upper end of the pole which is to support

the house is made square ; it passes through a hole in

the bottom of the box, and extends far enough above the

ridge of the roof, to form the chimney. A ridge pole is

then passed through the upright pole and the end pieces,

as' shown in the figure. Places for the windows are to be
eut out, but the door may be only a dummy, and painted

black. Small branches of any straight, easy-splitting
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wood are to be cut of the proper lengths, and split

lengthwise. These, with the bark on, are fastened by

Fig. 215—BIRD HOUSE COMPLETE.

small nails all over the exterior of the house, as shown in

figure 215, which gives this form of bird house complete.

PIGEOK HOUSES.

Pigeons are valued both as ornamental birds and as

furnishing an exceedingly delicate article of food. If

kept for use, or if reared purely for fancy, pigeons must

be housed over the stable or some outbuilding, to se-

cure them from cats, rats, weasels, etc. This gives the

owner access at all Limes to the birds and their nests.

The room is subdivided by lattice-work partitions, into

as many apartments as are desirable. When, however,

persons do not desire to make a business of raising pig-

eons, and wish to keep only one, or possibly two, orna-

mental varieties, it is very well to make the houses as

well as the birds contribute to the ornamentation of the

place. Herewith are given some engravings of simple
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"pole houses," and one which may appropriately be set,

as exhibited, upon a roof. For convenience of examina-

tions, pigeon houses should have the roof keyed on so as

Fis. 316.—KTTSTIO PIGEON HOUSE.

to be lifted off. The roofs should have wide, projecting

eaves and gable ends, to keep out the rain. The houses

should be fastened very securely by iron straps, shaped

like the letter L inverted ("|), screwed to the bottom of

the structures, and to the side of the post. The po'st

Fig. 217.—LOG CABIN PIGEON HOUSE.

should be very smooth for several feet below the top, and
painted, to prevent vermin getting to the pigeons.

Figure 216 represents a simple house, twenty by twenty
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inches, for a single pair of pigeons. It has two
brooding rooms, and a vestibule or outside room con-

necting them. This house, as also the log cabin, figure

217, is constructed of round and half round sticks of as

nearly a uniform size as possible, which, after drying

with the bark on, are tacked upon a box made or adapted

to the purpose. Figure 218 is a Swiss pigeon cottage ; it

is a good deal larger than the pole house, and will accom-

modate as many pairs of birds as there are distinct apart-

Fig. 318.—SWISS PIGEON COTTAGE.

ments. No vestibules are provided, but each tenement

is big enough for two nests if needed. The Swiss

cottage is very elaborate, and will require a skillful hand,

and patience to make it. Each story of the house should

be made separate, the lower one at least eight inches

high, and the lower piazza eight inches wide. The stones

upon the roof should be wired to the cross-strips.

Those who go into pigeon raising as a matter of profit,

should make suitable arrangements for the birds, and not

only provide them with a desirable house, but see to
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Fig. 220.—INTBBIOR OF A LAKGB PIGBON HOUSE.
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their feeding, and what is quite important, ensure pro-

tection from cats, rats, and all other enemies. A house

of this kind is shown in the accompanying engravings.

The outside, figure 219, is ten hy sixteen feet, eight feet

high at the eaves, with a tight, shingled roof. Figure

220 shows one side of the interior, where there are plat-

forms, K, K, upon which the birds enter, and which
holds three nesting and hatching boxes, P, P. A build-

of this kind should be placed where it can be shaded by

trees in the heat of the day, and in a quiet place, where

the nesting birds will not be disturbed by noises. Be-

sides abundant feed, the birds should be constantly sup-

plied with water, and have a mixture of salt, sulphur,

and gravel, placed where they can always get at it.
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CHAPTER XVIII.

THE PEESERVATION OF FODDER IN SILOS.

Silo, is the French word for a " pit." Ensilage means

the putting into pits. As the pits are built above

ground, they have been called "tanks," and "tanking

of corn fodder," is used to express the operation. The
preservation of green fodder in this manner is by no

means new ; clover has long been similarly stored, and so

have beet leaves in the sugar-beet fields of Europe. In

this country brewers' grains, and partially ripe broom

com seed have also been thus preserved. It is the ap-

plying to the preservation of corn fodder the same prin-

ciple that nearly every housekeeper makes use of in pre-

serving fruits. Every one knows that if green corn fod-

der, or other green vegetable matter be placed in a heap,

fermentation will take place and decay soon follows. Fer-

mentation and decay require the oxygen of the aii*. Ex-

clude the air and these must cease. In ensilage the corn

is put away with the air excluded and it keeps. Every

detail of the operation has for its object the thorough ex-

clusion of the atmosphere. The silos, or tanks, are tight,

the fodder is cut small, that it may Ke more compactly, and

great pressure, is put upon the mass—all for the purpose of

keeping out the air as completely as possible. That the

fodder thus put up will keep in excellent condition is an

established fact. It has been preserved thus not only

through the winter, but throughout a whole year.

EUROPEAN" METHODS AND EXPEEIMENTS.

Com fodder is largely depended upon as food for stock

over a great extent of country, and its use might be made
well nigh universal, as no forage plant is so easily grown
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as com. Could it bs preserved fresh, and green for six

months or more, instead of being cured and used in a

dry state, its value would be greatly increased. That it

may be so preserved has been shown by experiment, and
the process is claimed to be easy, and very profitable.

/
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Fig. 321.^Err befoee oovERisa. Fig. 333.—FIT ABTHK OOVEBDfa.
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Of late years, a great number of French, Belgian, and
German farmers have adopted the plan, and some exten-

sive stock feeders have used it largely with the most

favorable results. Several communications by prominent

farmers and professors of agriculture in farm schools,

have been made to the " Journal of Practical Agricul-

ture," of Paris, from which the

following facts have been con-

densed, and by the aid of the

illustrations, the methods in

use, with the cost, may be learn-

ed. In figures 221, 232, and

223, are shown the pits or silos,

as they are filled with the cut

com fodder, then covered with,

earth and pressed down with

its weight ; finally the cut

fodder shrinks to less than half the bulk it had at

first. The pits are about seventy-five feet long, nine

.w^h. 44

Fig. 333. -ENSILAGE PIT ATTBE
SIX MONTHS.
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feet wide above, six feet wide at the bottom, and six feet

deep. The sides and ends are built up of masonry laid

in cement. In these pits the com stalks are laid evenly

in layers about eight inches in thickness, after hav-

ing been cut and exposed to the sun for two or three

days. During this time the stalks lose by exposure to the

sun, two-fifths of their weight when first cut. A quan-

tity of salt is scattered over every layer equal to about

sixty-six pounds for each pit. The three pits hold about

eighty tons (seventy-five thousand kilos), of green fod-

der . The fodder is heaped up as shown in figure 331, to

a hight of six feet above the surface of the ground, and

then covered with earth to a thickness of two or three

feet. Seven months after, one pit was opened and the

fodder was found in perfect condition except for an inch

or two upon the surface and the sides, where it was black

and decayed. Its color was yellow, its odor agreeable,

but the stalks had lost all their sweetness, and had ac-

quired some degree of acidity. Twenty-four beeves were

then fed about nine hundred pounds daily of the pre-

served fodder, or nearly forty pounds per head on the

average, which was equal to about sixty pounds of fresh

green fodder. The fodder was eaten with great relish,

and only some portions of the larger and harder stalks

were left, the corn having been cut when ripe, and being

of a large growing variety known as the giant maize.

The second pit was opened at the end of ten months,

having been preserved equally well with the first. The
third was not opened until eighteen months after cover-

ing. The fodder was in as good order is that from the

other pits, excepting that the discolored and decayed

layer was somewhat thicker in this pit than in the othersj

a result attributed in a great degree to the gravelly and

poious character of the earth covering, the preservation

being due solely to the exclusion of air. In this instance

the fodder was preserved whole, and the cost of cutting
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avoided. But when the fodder has to be cut for feed-

ing, it has been found economical to do so before it is

stored. This system has been adopted by M. Piret, the

manager of a large estate owned bv M. A. Houette, at

bb

'A

Bleneau, in Belgium. From his statement it is found

that he at first made a small experiment, which was per-

fectly successful, the cut fodder being withdrawn from

the pit in most excellent condition. Afterwards two pits
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of masonry were erected aboTe ground, protected at the

sides only by banks of earth. These were found equally

serviceable with those sunk below the surface, and much

more convenient. Following the statement of this gen-
tleman closely, it is seen that by the aid of about four
hundred and fifty pounds of superphosphate of lime per
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acre, he obtained on fairly good soil, seventy-flre tons
per acre of green fodder, although the average of his

crop was not more than forty-five tons per acre; two

Fig. 226.—GROUND PiAH OP EKSILAGE PIT.

^

hundred and fifty tons of this was cut by a fodder cutter

driven by horse power, cutting two tons per hour. The
pit was built as shown in figure 334, which represents the
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section, a dividing wall in the center separating it into

two parts. The cut fodder falling into the pit was car-

ried in baskets upon a truck, on a portable railway, to the

end of the pit, where it was packed away in sections

formed by a movable partition and trampled down
sightly, salt at the rate of about two pounds to the ton

of fodder being added. This pit is seen in figure 325,

which represents it in longitudinal section, and in figure

326, that shows it in plan, and in which one division is

seen filled, and the other in course of filling. "When the

pits are filled, the fodder is covered with a layer of, fine

clay nine inches thick, well beaten down. In these fig-

ures the parts are shown by the following letters : B is

the fodder cutter ; C the rail track ; D the exterior

walls ; E the division wall ; F the filled compartment

;

G that in course of filling. There is a movable parti-

tion in the pit being filled, with a bar to hold it in

position. The pit is shown in figure 224, covered with

a roof of boards as protection from the weather, a meas-

ure of economy strongly recommended by M. Piret. In
this figure the covering of clay is shown on the top of

the fodder. This is beaten down frequently, as it may
become cracked or disturbed by the settling of the mass
beneath.

The cost of the process here described is represented as

being about three dollars per ton, including the cutting,

carrying, curing, and feeding of a crop equal to nearly

fifty tons per acre of green fodder (fifty thousand kilos

per hectare), being a ton to less than four square rods.

Still this yield is not only frequent, but it is sometimes
surpassed.

AK AMERICAK SILO FOE BREWERS' GRAINS.

E. B. Brady, Westchester Co., N. Y., has a silo, built

upon the same principle as those in which the French
fanners preserve fodder. They differ merely, in that
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the French silos are long and narrow, while Mr, Brady's
is more nearly square^ it is used for storing brewers'
grains. Figure 227 shows shape and mode of construct-
ing the Westchester Co. silo, and figure 228 the manner
in which it is used. It will be seen that the only differ-

ence between the operation of this and the French silo, is,

that the former has not so dense and compact a covering
as the latter. A very close covering is not so essential

Fig. 237.—VIEW OP SILO.

with brewers' grains, as with corn fodder, because they

pack much closer and exclude the air better than the

looser corn stalks. But when the latter are cut up into

chaff, and thoroughly pressed down, a mere covering

of planks, nicely jointed upon the edges, would be suffi-

cient for the exclusion of the air from the mass below.

It is always preferable to cut the fodder into pieces, not

longer than one inch, for the reason that it then packs

more closely and the preservation is more complete. The

10
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silo, sho\rti in figure 237, consists of a sort of basement

cellar, with the door opening into the cow stable, and the

rear sunk for the most part beneath the ground. A road

passes the end of it, where there is a door, shown by

dotted lines, for the purpose of unloading the grains.

The walls are of stone, and the floor is of cement. The
silo is covered with an ordinary shingle roof. The grains

are packed in solidly, until they reach the level of the

door at the top, when they are covered with boards, and

some straw is thrown over the boards. The lower door is

Fig. 3.38.—SILO, MANNEB OP COVERING.

opened when the grain is required, and it is dug out
as bright as when put in, but somewhat soured. As the
mass is cut away, nothing is done to the surface which is

left exposed to the air ; the surface is made fresh every
day by the removal of what was left exposed the day be-
fore. The same method may be applied to the preserva-
tion of corn fodder. As cut green fodder lies in a looser
and more open mass than grains, it would be necessary to
have a cover, as nearly impervious to air as possible, for
use when the silo is opened and the preserved fodder is

in course of consumption.
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SILOS UNDER STABLES.

Two brothers, named Buckley, of Port Jervis, N. Y.
have large silos, made as described below. It had been
their custom for years to put in a large area of sowed corn

Fig. 339.—SECTIONAL VIEW OF STABLE AUD FODDEK PITS.

which was cut and put up for curing in stocks, and after-

wards housed or stacked near the barns. Latterly they

have had a larger area than usual, a good part of which they

put down in pits for winter feeding. This matter of pit-

ting or ensilaging corn fodder has been carefully investi-

gated by them, and they have made two pits under the

cow barn floor. These pits, figure 229, are twenty-two feet

long, nine feet wide, and fifteen and one-half feet deep,

side by side, with a two-foot wall between them. They
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are walled all around, cemented water tight, and would

answer well as cisterns. These two are recently built,

but there is an old one, ten feet wide, fifty feet long, and

seven feet deep, which is under the feeding floor. The

location of these pits is shown in the accompanying plan,

figure 230. The cow barn is one hundred and twenty feet

long, by thirty feet wide. The feeding floor is ten feet

wide, and the standing space for the cows is the same

width on each side. There is room for thirty-six cows in

this stable, up to the barn floor. The floor, the stalls

and all, from side to side, are used for the filling of the

pits.

WAY BAY-
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in the pits, a strong fermentation very soon sets in. The
corn packed the day before is steaming hot, no doubt
having a temperature of one hundred and ten to one
hundred and twenty degrees Fahrenheit. It has a vinous

odor which is very sweet and pleasant. Mr. Buckley

gives the figures of the cost of these two pits as follows

:

Digging, 113 days work at |1 $113 00

Masons' bill 94 44

Men to assist the masons, 13 days work 13-00

Bill for Lime and Cement 78 10

Total outlay $396 54

This does not include anything for stone, inasmuch as

the stones taken out of the pit were more than amply

sufficient for the walls. Furthermore no charge is made for

superintendence, and doubtless it would be fair to add

fully ten per cent for supervision, and actual labor,

which at one time or another the farmer himself gave,

or say three hundred and twenty-five dollars in all.

There were fifty barrels of cement used, and about half

as much lime, part of which, eight barrels, was very good,

and the rest, fifty bushels, cheap and of a low grade. The
proportion of sand to cement and lime in the mortar

with which the walls were Jaid up, was about two to three,

but in coating over the surface to make the whole water

tiglit, nearly pure cement was used. Thus the pits were

filled, eacli one receiving its quota of ten tons, more or

less, being well trodden down, allowed to settle over night

and again trodden down in the morning before work

—

all hands being engaged in the tramping. When the

pit is full, settled and tramped, and begins to heat in

the top layers, it is covered with six inches of long rye

straw [any other straw will answer], and this, with a layer

of planks, cut to fit crossways, but not so long as to bind.

Stones are piled, or rather laid upon the planks, so that

fully one hundred pounds to the square foot rest upon
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the fodder. Thus it is left for winter use. Filled full,

one of these pits will hold sixty tons.

As to the keeping, there can be no question, if the work

is properly done. A brisk fermentation comes on, as it

does in a tub of apple pulp for making cider. If the

air has very slight access, it will go on to ultimate decay

;

but if it is kept out, the little air at first present is driven

off by the carbonic acid gas which is formed, and the

mass ceases, to ferment, and remains as if it were in an

air tight case. There is, however, a slight access of air

upon the surface, and its action upon the juices in the

straw and upper layer of fodder is just enough to main-

tain an atmosphere of carbonic acid gas over the mass.

The stable is over the pits, and there is no going out in

storms and "slush" and ice to haul in the fodder from

out-of-door pits. The floor is taken up over a suflBcient

space, and enough feed removed from one end for two

days. Rubber blankets, tarpaulins, canvas, or any coarse

cloth, painted with boiled oil, would be excellent to pack

close down upon the fodder, to exclude the air. It is very

important to know for a certainty that there is no settling

of carbonic acid gas in the pit, after a considerable open-

ing has been made. A mangoing into a place filled with

this gas, as often in deep wells, is overpowered before he

knows it, falls, and drowns as surely as if he were under

water, and is even less likely to be resuscitated. The way
to know whether one can enter with safety, is to lower

a lantern, which, if it burns freely, shows that there is

not a dangerous proportion of gas in the air of the pit.

SOUR FODDER MAKING.

It is known to every farmer, how difficult is the pre-

serving of roots in the winter, and that large quantities

of them are injured and therefore spoil. To avoid this,

cure the beets and other roots with chaff, as sour fodder.
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This methed of using root fodder has been practised on
large farms in Hungary for some years, and has always

been successful. Sour fodder is made as follows : A
pit is constructed in a dry place ; the beets are taken up
in the usual manner, hauled in, washed, and cut with a

machine. The pit may bo divided into sections, for in-

stance, for a length of ten rods into five sections, and by

this division the labor is very much facilitated, because

the first section can be covered with earth, while the

second section is being filled. When a certain quantity

of beets has been cut, a layer of chaff is placed upon the

Fig. 231.—PIT OF SOUR FODDEE.

ground of the first section. Upon this chaff is placed a

layer of cut beets, in the proportion of one pound of

chaff to ten pounds of cut beets ; these two layers are

then solidly mixed with a fork. After this has been done,

chaff and beets are again laid down, and again well

mixed. This is repeated until the mixture reaches the

top of the pit ; then it must be built upward from

six to nine feet above the level of the ground and a

few sheaves of rye straw are laid on top of the stack,

to prevent the fodder from being mixed with the soil

;

then the sections are covered with earth. The engraving,

figure 331, shows the whole arrangemant.
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OHAPTEE XIX.

ROOT CELLAES AND ROOT HOUSES.

The leading features of a good root cellar are : cheap-

ness, nearness to the place where the roots are consumed,

dryness, yentilation, and, above all, it should be frost-

proof. If a hillside is handy, it can aid much in se-

curing all of these important points. First make an ex-

cavation in the hillside, in size according to the desired

capacity of the cellar. Erect in this excavation a stout

frame of timber and planks, or of logs, which latter are

often cheaper. Over this frame construct a strong roof.

Throw the earth, which has been excavated, over the

Fig. 233.—CKOSS SECTIOH OF KOOT CELLAK.

structure until the whole is covered, top and all, to a

depth of two feet or more. A door should be provided

upon the exposed side or end. This door may be large

enough to enter without stooping. Or it may be simply a
" man hole," which is better than a regular door, so far

as protection from frost is concerned, but not so conven-

ient for putting in and taking out roots. Sometimes,

when the bank is a stifE clay, such houses are built with-

out constructing any side walls, the roof resting directly

on the clay. A cross section of such a root cellar is
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sliown in figure 232. In such cases, the facing, or front,

of the cellar may be built up with planks, logs, or stones,

as circumstances determine. In figure 233 a facing of

stone is shown. This is a large cellar provided with a wide
door; it has also a window on each side. Two tighb

fences, of stakes and planks, two feet apart, with earth
filled in between, or of logs, or stout rails used in

the same manner, make a cheaper front, and is a better

protection against cold than stone. If there is no hill-

side convenient, a knoll or other dry place should be se-

lected, and the soil removed over a space a trifle larger

than the ground plan of the house, and to the depth of

two feet or more, provided there is no danger that the

rig. 233.—STONE FACING OF HTLLSIDE OEUAB.

bottom will be wet. In the construction of the house,

select poles or logs of two sizes, the larger ones being

shortest ; these are for the inside pen, as it is subjected to

greater strain. The ends of the logs are cut flat, so that

they will fit down closely together, and make a pen that

is nearly tight. At least two logs in each layer of the

inner pen should be cut long enough to pass through and

fit into the outer pen, to serve to fasten the two walls to-

gether—^the space between the two being two feet on each

side. Figure 234 shows the excavation, and beginning of

the root-house walls, with the method of " locking " them

together. The doorway is built up by having short iogs,
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which pass from one layer of poles to the other, and

serve as supports to the ends of the wall poles. This is

shown in figure 235, where the house is represented as

completed. The space between the two walls is filled

with earth, sods being used to SB. in between the logs to

Fig. 234.—EXCAVATION AND BASE OP EOOT HOUSE.

block the earth. It is best to begin putting in the earth

before the walls are completed, as otherwise it will re-

quire an undue amount of hard lifting. When the walls

are built up five to six feet on one side, and about two

feet higher on the other, to give the necessary slope, the

Fig. 235.—BOOT HOUSE COMPLETED.

roof is put on. The latter should be of poles placed

close together, well secured to the logs, and covered with

sod, eighteen inches of earth, and sodded again on the

top. Two doors should be provided, one on the inner,

and the other on the outer wall, both to fit closely. A
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filling of straw can be placed between the doors, if it is

found necessary to do so in order to keep out the frost.

Figure 235 shows the root house as thus constructed, and
is a structure that will last for many years, paying for its

moderate cost many times over.

A FIELD ROOT CELLAR.

A Field Eoot Cellar may be cheaply built, from the

following directions : Dig in dry ground a trench fire

feet deep, eight feet wide, and ten feet longer than it is

intended to make the cellar. Along each side, one and

Fig. 236.—CROSS section op a field boot cellab.

one-half feet below the surface, cut out a groove such as

is shown at g, g, in figure 236, so as to form an oblique

support for a board eight inches wide lying against its

lower side. Procure for rafters either light chestnut

posts, or two by five spruce joists; saw them to a length of

five feet, and set up a pair (spiked together at the top)

every three feet of the length of the building. Nail

cheap boards or slabs on top of these rafters, so as to

completely cover it. Openings an inch wide between the

boards will do no harm. Cover this roof twelve or eigh-

teen inches thick with earth, and sod it neatly, drawing

the sod on- each side to a gutter, h, h, which will lead
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away the water of rains. The ends may be closed with

double boarding filled in with sawdust, leaves, sea weed

or other litter, and provided with doors wide enough to

admit a bushel basket. The gable over the tops of

the doors should be left open for ventilation, or, what

is better, supplied with movable shutters. Mgure 237

shows the longitudinal section of such a cellar about

thirty feet long, with an area five feet long at each end,

having steps, I, a, for the approach. The earthen wall

of the cellar is sho\vn at c, d the board roof, e the earth,

covering, and /, the rafters. In light soils it wiU be

necessary to place a stone, brick, or post and board waU

Fig. 237.—^LENGTHWISE SECTION OS KOOT CELLAB.

against the side of the cellar, and similar protection

should always be given to the area at the ends. Such a

cellar will last for twenty years, and is thoroughly frost

proof. If made thirty feet long it will hold, being filled

only to the eaves, about seven hundred bushels. It may,

of course, be made wider and higher, and have root bins

on each side with a passage way between them.

PITS FOR STORING ROOTS.

When properly put away in pits, roots of all kinds

keep better than when stored in cellars. The chief diffi-

culties in the way of keeping roots in pits arc, the danger
that frost will penetrate the covering, and the risk of

heating for want of ventilation. By the use of board
coverings shown in figure 238, these difficulties may,
with care, be wholly removed. The covering boards are
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made of a length to co\ner one side of the pit, and of

such a width as to be handy and portable. Six feet

square will be found a convenient size. The cheapest

kind of boards will answer the purpose. These are cut

into the required lengths and nailed to cross pieces or

cleats at least four or six inches wide, placed edgewise, as

shown in figure 338. When the roots are heaped in the

usual manner, and covered with straw placed up and

down on the heaps, the boards are laid on the straw so

Fig. 333.—SBTOTTEE ros pit. Fig. 339.

—

section of nsisHBD pit.

that they nearly meet on the top, as shown in figure 339.

Space is left, through which the ends of the straw pro-

ject. The straw is turned down over the edges of the

boards when the earth is thrown on them. The boards

are placed upon the straw, with the cleats down, and so

that they lie horizontally. There is then an air space of

four to six inches besides the thickness of straw as a

protection to the roots. In addition there may be as

thick a covering of earth thrown upon the boards as may

be required. In many places no earth will be needed,

but it will always be useful in keeping the roots at an

even temperature, and so lov that they will not sprout

or heat. If a covering of earth is put on, the projecting
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straw should be turned down on the opposite side to that

on which it is laid, and the ends covered with earth.

The extreme top of the heap need not be covered at all

unless severe cold is expected, when a few places should be

left uncovered for ventilation. Figure 240 shows a root

pit for use in the open prairies, where shelter is scarce,

and the means of building are not abundant. An exca-

vation is made in the ground six or seven feet deep, and

Fig. 240.—PRAIEIB BOOT CBTJxAB.

as wide as may be suitable to the length of the poles with

which it is to be covered. The length will be according

to the necessities of the builder. It is covered with rough

poles, over which some coarse hay is thrown. The sod,

which should be cut from the surface in strips with the

plow and an axe, is then laid closely on the top, and

earth is heaped over the sod. A man hole at one corner,

or, if it is a long cellar, in the middle, is constructed with

small poles and about two feet high. A ladder or row of

steps is made from this to the bottom. The man hole

when not used is filled with straw or hay, which is thrown
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upon a loose door or boards resting upon the logs, and a

stone or log is laid upon the straw to keep it from being

blown away. Openings may be made along the side oppo-

site to the entrance through which the roots or potatoes

may be shovelled or dumped. These openings may be

closed with sods and earth during the winter.

A CAVE FOE EOOTS.

An oblong cellar is dug twenty-four feet in length,

about twelve feet wide and three feet deep. This is

planked around with ordinary slabs and roofed over

Fig. 241.—OATE roH boots.

with the same material. The sides and roof are covered

with the earth thrown out of the cellar, and is then

sodded over, appearing as shown in the annexed en-

graving, figure 341. The door is double, and steps are

provided to descend to it. For such a cave it is not

necessary to dig into a hillside ; the north end, however,

should be protected by extra covering. Oaves of this

kind are often the only kind that the pioneer can pro-

vide, and they will frequently be found useful on old

farms. It is far better to have a cave like this for
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roots than to store them in the cellar of the house. Un-

less on loose, sandy, or very dry land, special care should

be taken to have all water conducted away, either by

good, deep drains, or by grading the surface around to

carry rain water to a distance, or by both of these

methods, if necessary.

PEESERVIKG ROOTS IN HEAPS.

The pits for roots may be made in the field where the

crop is harvested, or in a yard or field near the bam. A
slightly elevated spot should be chosen which will be dry

Fig. 243.—BITILDINO A ROOT HEAP.

at all seasons. On this the roots should he heaped in a

pile about six feet wide at the bottom and four feet high,

sloping to a point at the top, as shown in figure 243.

The heap may be made of any length, or the roots may
be placed in several heaps.

The roots should not be put up until they have dried

somewhat, or be covered with earth until there is immi-

nent danger of frost. There is then much less risk of

heating and decay than when they are covered before be-

coming dry. The straw covering should be a foot thick.

A foot of straw and three inches of earth are better than

a foot of earth and three inches of straw. The straw

should be laid on straight and eveflly so as to shed

ram. It ought to be gathered closely at the top lor the
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same reason. The covering of earth, free from stones,

should be about six inches thick, laid on compactly and
well beaten down, as shown in figure 343. At spaces of.

about six feet apart there should be wisps of straight

straw placed upright and projecting through the earth

covering. These are for ventilators, and serve to carry

off the moisture and heat from the roots during the

Fig. 243.—COVERING HEIP WITH EABTH.

sweating or fermentation which they are sure to undergo

to some extent. One of these pits may be opened at any

time during the winter in moderate weather, and when a

stock of roots sufficient to last a week has been taken

out it may be closed again, care being had that it is done

as quickly as possible.
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" Dairy 160

" Duck 99
" Ice, and Cool Charabersl54
" " Underground 149

" Pigeon 205

" Poultry 86
" " for Four Varieties 91
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Houses, Poultry, Hillside 96
" Spring 170

Smoke 187

" Cheap 191
" " Improved . . . .183

Ice, Its Uses and Importance. .140

" Cutting 140

" Without Houses 153

Kenneis, Dog 199

" Farm Dog 200

Manure Gutters 16

Milk Room 165

Mortar 35

Oven and Smoke House 195

Pens and Yards for 150 Hogs. . . 115

Pigpen, A Cheap 132
" A Comfortable 113

" A Convenient Farm.... 103
" A Portable 118
" A, and Tool House ... .121

" and Hen House Com-
bined 119

Pigpens of Mr. Wm. Crozier. . .111

Piggeries 104

Piggery, Plan of a 104

Pits for Storing Roots 238

Poultry Keeping. 86

Refrigerator, A Chamber 158

Roosts for Fowls , 93

Roots in Heaps 232

Shed, A Temporary Cattle 56
" Cow, and Pigpen 57
'' for Soiling Sheep 78

Sheds and Barns, Cheap Cattle. 52
" Sheep, and Racks 77

Shelter, A Kansas Sheep 81
" An Archway 67
" Sheep, on the Plains.. 84

Shelters, Cattle 66
" Cattle, on the Plains.. 71
" Cheap, Temporary... 68

Sills of Barn 46

Silo, An American for Brewers'

Grains 316

Silos, Preservation of Fodder in.210

" under Stables 219

Spout, Sliding forBam or Gran-

ary 185

Spring House 170

Stalls, Covered for Cattle 50
" Box 18
" forCattle 16
" for Horses 22

Stove for a Poultry House 103

Ventilation and Light 18

Warming Poultry 102

Yards for Cattle 16
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